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The Journal Extends a Cordial Welcome to 
Our New Readers in the Automotive, Air 
Conditioning, and Small -Engine Courses! 
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Now! Reduced Prices on 

CB for t e Yo,. ng 
. or for anyone who needs low-cost communication. 

Spokesman I 

Bike/Base Station and AM Radio 
Youth -styled for instant two-way communi- 
cation with walkie-talkies, mobile units, and base 
stations in the neighborhood, at the beach, or at 
campsites, the Spokesman I is a combination 
all -channel tunable CB receiver, powerful AM 
radio, and channel 14 CB transmitter. 
Battery -operated, completely self-contained and 
equipped with telescoping CB antenna and high - 
gain ferrite bar AM antenna, Spokesman I is the 
perfect way to keep in touch with friends or to 
listen to music, sports, and news. Included with 
the Spokesman I is a "quick -disconnect" handle- 
bar mount, and when the Spokesman I is re- 
moved from the mount there is a vinyl carrying 
case with shoulder strap which allows the user 
complete mobility. 
No license is required for the operation of the 
Spokesman I since the unit conforms with all 
necessary FCC regulations for transceivers of 
this type. Operation of this unit has been sim- 
plified for many hours of useful radio com- 
munications and fun. Spokesman I may be used 
with any mobile or walkie-talkie unit operating 
on channel 14, as well as with identical 
Spokesman I units located nearby. 
The Spokesman I uses one nine -volt battery 
(not included) for its operation. 

Two way communication on CB channel 14 
Monitors all 23 CB channels AM radio for 
music, sports, and news Built-in speaker - 
microphone Crystal -controlled transmitter No 
license required Vinyl carrying case for "go - 
anywhere" convenience. 6%" w by 3" h by 
3" dWeight 11h pounds. 

Stock No.CB001 Only $ 21.95 
Plus $1.50 shipping and handling 

Dispatcher II 

CB Base Station and AM Radio 
Stay in touch with walkie-talkies and mobile rigs. Listen 
to sports and news! Two-way communication on CB 
channel 14, monitor all 23! No license required. Youth - 

styled 100 milliwatt, press -to -talk bar, earphone, 9 y 
dc power jack, speaker/microphone. Uses 6 D -cells. 
4% inches by 10 inches by 4% inches. 2% pounds. 

Only $20.95 
Plus $1.50 shipping 

Stock Nu.CB002 and handling 
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94 
JVIessage 
from the 
President 

With this issue of the NRI 
Journal, I am pleased to announce 
two important changes which are 
in keeping with our continued 
efforts to provide all students 
and graduates with timely news 
articles, stories on current tech- 
nological developments, and help- 
ful servicing features. 

First, you will notice the 
number of pages in this issue has 
been expanded from 32 to 48 
pages. This 50 percent increase in 
page space is an added bonus at no 
expense to you even though it 
appreciably increases our paper, 
printing, and postage costs. 

Secondly, over the years the 
editorial content of the Journal 
has been directed primarily to 
students enrolled in television, 
communications, and other elec- 
tronic programs. However, with 
the growing number of students 
enrolled in courses such as Auto- 
motive Servicing, Air Condition- 
ing, Refrigeration and Heating, 
Servicing Electrical Appliances, 
and Small -Engine Repair, we are 

changing our editorial policy to 
provide a better balance of arti- 
cles to improve the interests of 
all students and graduates. Here- 
after, the Journal might be called 
an electronic -mechanical publi- 
cation, better designed to enhance 
the interests of all readers. 

Finally, as a reminder, NRI 
encourages all students and gradu- 
ates to submit short articles for 
possible publication in the Journal 
which they feel would be of 
interest to other readers. If you 
have a story related to your 
training, servicing short-cuts, your 
job, etc., please feel free to 

Important changes 
in this issue 

of the 
NRI Journal 

submit it (preferably typewritten) 
to William F. Dunn, Editor and 
Publisher, NRI Journal, 3939 
Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, 
D.C. 20016. 

We hope you will find the 
changes beneficial to you in your 
studies and work. 

,-zif._...._., 
John F. Thompson 

President 

s 

., 

MIll 

Mr 
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von GIntriductíorL 

Microwave cooking is fast becoming 
popular among homeowners because of 
its speed and convenience. No longer 
does a person have to spend hours over 
a hot stove. Instead, it is possible to 
cook a complete meal in a fraction of 
the time needed with a conventional 
oven. Cookbooks and manuals are even 
available to teach you how to prepare 
nearly any food - from one item to a 
complete full -course dinner. 

At first, micro- 
wave ovens were 
slow to catch on Harry Taylor 

because they were expensive, had small 
oven cavities, did not brown food, and 
there was fear of hazardous radiation. 

Since then, microwave oven manu- 
facturers have incorporated many im- 
provements in their products. They have 
enlarged oven capacities and now offer 
browning heating elements inside their 
ovens to give food cooked in them a 

more appealing and natural look. At the 
same time, the public has overcome its 

earlier fear of ex- 
posure to hazard- 
ous radiation. 

November/December 3 
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It has been estimated that more than 
1.5 million microwave ovens will be sold 
this year. This represents about a 50 
percent increase in sales from last year, 
and points to increasing consumer inter- 
est in this type of product. Therefore, 
it is likely that you may have one in 
your home, now or in the future. If you 
are an appliance technician, microwave 
oven servicing can be a lucrative op- 
portunity for you. 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

Microwaves are not heat waves. They 
are simply electromagnetic waves, simi- 
lar to radio and television waves. They 
have a frequency and a wavelength that 
can be measured. 

The higher the frequency of any 
wave, the shorter its wavelength and 
vice versa. As a comparison, the FM 
radio band extends from 88 to 108 MHz 
(a MHz is 1 million cycles per second). 
Microwave ovens generally operate at a 

frequency of 2450 MHz. Frequencies 
above 900 MHz are called microwaves, 
hence the name of the oven. 

Like light waves, microwaves can be 
reflected, transmitted, and absorbed, as 
shown in Fig.]. Also, they travel in 
straight lines. Food and water absorb 
microwave energy, paper and glass and 
some china transmit or pass it, and 
aluminum and stainless steel reflect it. 
Stainless steel is used extensively in 
microwave oven walls to confine the 
microwave energy. 

Microwave Cooking. It may be easier 
to understand how microwaves cook 
food by comparing a microwave oven 
with a conventional oven. In a conven- 
tional oven, the gas flame or electric 
heating element heats the air inside the 
oven. The heated air begins to heat the 
surface of the food and this heat is 
conducted toward the center of the 
food, thus cooking it. 

Courtesy Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

FIGURE 1. MICROWAVE ENERGY CAN 
BE REFLECTED, TRANSMITTED, OR AB- 
SORBED BY VARIOUS MATERIALS. 

With microwaves, the heat is pro- 
duced in the food itself. The energy 
waves penetrate the foods and stimulate 
or agitate the molecules of the food. 
These molecules begin to move and try 
to align themselves with the energy 
waves. However, the waves are reversing 
themselves at a rate of 2450 million 
times per second - once during each 
cycle of the microwave frequency. This 
motion of the molecules produces fric- 
tion heat in the food. The heat of 
friction produces enough heat to cook 
the food. The microwave energy pene- 
trates up to three inches and cooks the 

4 NRI Journal 
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outer portion of the food directly 
through this friction heat. The interior 
of the food is heated and cooked by 
conduction of this heat inward from the 
surface. 

Since microwaves are energy waves 
and not heat waves, they do not brown 
food. If any browning does occur, it is a 
result of the tremendous amount of 
friction heat cooking the food. Larger 
cuts of meat such as roasts require a 
longer cooking time and, as a result, are 
browner at the surface than foods which 
require less cooking time. Many ovens 
have electric heating elements included 
to give the food a finished appearance. 

Oven interiors do not get hot from 
microwaves. Any heat or warmth felt in 
the oven is a direct result of heat that is 
produced in the food being cooked. For 
example, a hot roast will cause the plate 
supporting it to get hot. The time 
required for cooking any food in a 
microwave oven depends upon how high 
a temperature is required throughout 
the food, how much heat is required by 
the food, and the weight and shape of 
the food. 

STIRRER 

GLASS 
PLATE 

Microwave Reflection. Microwave en- 
ergy travels in straight lines, as men- 
tioned earlier. This energy can be re- 
flected by stainless steel and most other 
metals. The energy is channeled into the 
oven and allowed to bounce from one 
wall to the other so that it ultimately 
penetrates and cooks the food. 

Microwave reflection is illustrated in 
Fig.2. The microwaves are generated by 
the magnetron, which is an electronic 
device external to the oven. The micro- 
waves travel in a straight line through a 
waveguide from the magnetron into the 
top of the oven. The microwaves strike 
a slowly rotating fan called a stirrer. The 
stirrer blades (Fig.3) deflect the micro- 
waves so that they enter the oven cavity 
at all angles. 

The stainless steel walls of the oven 
cavity reflect the waves, causing them to 
bounce off the bottom, walls, and 
ceiling of the oven. The result is that the 
microwaves enter the food from all 
directions, cooking it evenly. The plate 
which supports the food is raised off the 
bottom of the oven, allowing the micro- 
waves to bounce underneath and enter 

Courtesy Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

FIGURE 2. THE MICROWAVE ENERGY ENTERING THE OVEN CAVITY BOUNCES OFF 
THE INSIDE WALLS AND CEILING AND PENETRATES THE FOOD. 

November/December 5 
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Courtesy Amana Refrigeration, Inc. 

FIGURE 3. THE BLADES OF A STIRRER 
USED ON A MICROWAVE OVEN. 

the food from the bottom. The glass in 
the oven door is covered by a perforated 
stainless steel sheet which reflects the 
microwaves, preventing any of the 
microwave energy from passing through 
the glass and escaping into the room. 

The Magnetron. The microwave en- 
ergy is generated by a special type of 
vacuum tube called a magnetron. The 
magnetron, shown in Fig.4, was devel- 
oped for use in radar equipment during 
World War II. The tube operates in an 
intense magnetic field. Most microwave 
ovens use a permanent magnet for this 
field, but some use a field coil made of 
up of thousands of turns of wire. 

The magnetrons used in microwave 
ovens are air-cooled. A small fan blows 
air over the cooling fins attached to the 
magnetron assembly. The blower may 
be next to the magnetron so that it 
blows air directly on the cooling fins, or 
it may be below the magnetron so that 
the air flows through a duct and the 
blower housing to the magnetron. 

The microwave energy that the mag- 
netron produces is radiated through a 
waveguide to the top of the oven cavity. 
The waves may be reflected from side to 
side as they pass through the guide. The 
guide is carefully designed to pass the 
microwave signal with a minimum of 
loss of power. 

The Transformer. A physically large 
transformer supplies the voltages re- 
quired by the magnetron - approxi- 
mately 3.5 volts ac and 4000 volts dc. 
The transformer has three windings: a 
115 -volt primary winding, a low -voltage 
(3.5 volts ac) secondary winding, and a 
high -voltage (2500 volts ac) secondary 
win ding. 

The low -voltage winding supplies the 
ac filament voltage that heats the inter- 
nal elements of the magnetron. The 
high -voltage winding supplies voltage to 
a rectifier -voltage doubler that converts 
the ac into approximately 4000 volts 
dc. These voltages furnished to the 
magnetron are necessary for the mag- 
netron to operate and produce micro- 
waves. Figure 5 shows a typical power 
transformer, rectifier, and magnetron 
assembly. 

Controls. The timer is the principal 
control in a microwave oven. This is a 
clock -operated switch that keeps the 
oven operating for the period of time 
selected by the user. Some ovens use 

DOLING 
FINS 

GLASS 

ANTENNA 

TUBE LEADS 

Courtesy Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

FIGURE 4. A MAGNETRON TUBE. 
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motor -driven clock -type timers while 
others use electronic timers similar to a 
digital clock. 

In addition to the timer, there are 
several safety controls. Typical of these 
are safety and interlock switches, circuit 
breakers, thermal switches, and fuses. 
These devices shut off the power to the 
magnetron whenever there is a mal- 
function that could cause a hazard. 

Special Features. There are numerous 
variations in the microwave ovens cur- 
rently on the market. The cheaper 
models use a simple timer for control 
and operate at full power only. The 
more expensive models are likely to 
have variable power and programmable 
timers. 

As in a conventional oven, you do 
not always need maximum heat or 

TRANSFORME 

MIL 
BLEEDER 
RESISTOR 

IMF 
WIRE KNIT GASKET 

E- LOCKING RING 
HANDLE 

.4F -MAGNETRON 
ASSEMBLY 

FILAMENT LEADS 

HV SECTION LEAD 

AC CAPACITOR 

FUSE RESISTOR 

DIODE 

Courtesy Amana Refrigeration, Inc. 

FIGURE 5. A TYPICAL MAGNETRON AND TRANSFORMER -RECTIFIER ASSEMBLY 
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DEFROST 

COOK 
100 PERCENT 

DEFROST 
40 PERCENT 

HIGH 
98 PERCENT 

REHEAT 
88 PERCENT 

ROAST 
65 PERCENT 

SIMMER 
46 PERCENT 

DEFROST 
37 PERCENT 

WARM 
15 PERCENT 

Courtesy Litton Industries 

FIGURE 6. CHART SHOWING THE PER- 
CENTAGE OF MAGNETRON ON -TIME 
FOR VARIOUS OVEN FUNCTIONS. 

power. For defrosting frozen food or 
keeping food warm, low power can be 
used. However, a magnetron can only 
operate at full power. Therefore, for 
reduced power operation the magnetron 
is cycled on and off several times each 
minute. The average power fed to the 
oven, then, is determined by the per- 
centage of time during each cycle that 
the magnetron is turned on. 

The diagram in Fig.6 shows the rela- 
tive on and off times of the magnetron 
during various microwave oven func- 
tions. As you can see, the average 
on -time (and average power) varies 
from 100 percent for "cook" down to 
15 percent for "warm." 

Some microwave ovens have program- 
mable timers. These are electronic de- 
vices wired into the microwave oven 
circuit. By punching in the desired 
duration of each function, you can 
program the oven to defrost, cook, and 
keep warm a meal taken directly from 
the freezer. 

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT 

The electrical circuit of a typical 
microwave oven is shown in Fig.7. 
Actually, the circuit is not as complex 
as it may appear at first glance. Note the 
presence of both electrical and elec- 
tronic symbols. The main parts in the 
circuit are as follows: 

1 Timer. A clock -operated on/off 
switch. 

2 Safety Switches and Interlocks. 
On/off switches controlled by the 
oven door. 

3 Fan. For air-cooling the mag- 
netron. 

4 Stirrer. A slowly rotating fan for 
distributing the microwaves inside 
the oven cavity. 

5 Oven Lamp. A lamp for illumi- 
nating the interior of the oven. 

6 Power Supply. The transformer 
and rectifier that produce the op- 
erating voltages for the magnetron. 

7 Magnetron. The special vacuum 
tube for generating the micro- 
waves. 

8 Thermal Protector and Fuses. For 
protecting the magnetron from 
overheating or drawing excessive 
current. 

9 Cook Relay. A single -pole relay in 
the power circuit. 

10 Power Selector. A timer for 
switching the magnetron on and 
off several times each minute for 
reducing the average magnetron 
output power. 

8 NRI Journal 
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SERVICE CORD 

L1 8K IW 

BK FUSE TIMER 
20 AMP SWITCH oII J PRIMARY 

INTERLOCK SW MONITOR SW 

NO 
C O NÓ/o COM 

NO START 
SWITCH 

COMDR °NO 
Z COOK THERMAL 

RELAY ¡PROTECTOR 
- - - (MAGNETBONI 

OVEN NO COM. 
LIGHT SW d 

DOOR ACTIVATED, NC CIIM 

GLAS NO -- 
INTEGRITY 

SWITCH 

COOK IND 

o 
FAN 

O 

RESISTOR 

SECONDARY 
COM NO INTERLOCK SW 

OVEN LIGHT 

DIAL LIGHT 

POWER SELECTOR 

2 

id -A 

POWER SEL 
RESISTOR 

`/^`JST_^RRER I>/ 
POWER TRANSFORMER 

(PRIMARY 

MHGNETRON 

HI VOLT 
RECTIFIER 

Courtesy Whirlpool Corporation 

FIGURE 7. THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF A TYPICAL MICROWAVE OVEN. 

The cook relay, when energized, com- 
pletes the power circuit to the cook 
indicator lamp, fan and stirrer motors, 
and the primary winding of the power 
transformer. The power transformer, 
high -voltage capacitor, and rectifier sup- 
ply the operating power for the mag- 
netron. 

The cook relay is controlled by the 
timer switch, primary interlock switch, 

secondary interlock switch, and start 
switch. The relay is closed by pushing 
the pushbutton start switch when these 
other switches are already closed. The 
relay is self -latching. That is, the relay 
contacts complete the circuit through 
the relay coil. Opening of the timer 
contacts or any of the safety switches 
will cause the relay to deenergize and 
open, thus shutting off the power to the 
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magnetron and other devices. In order 
to turn the magnetron back on, you 
would have to close all safety switches 
and the timer contacts, and push the 
start switch. 

The oven light and dial light are 
controlled by the oven light switch. The 
switch is mounted to the door frame 
and operated by the oven door. 

You will note that the circuit in the 
upper left comer of the diagram in Fig.7 
is protected by a 20 -ampere fuse. In the 
event that the safety switch does not 
operate, closing the timer switch can 
complete a short circuit directly across 
the 115 -volt power line. This will cause 
the fuse to blow and protect the circuit. 

The power selector (shown at the 
lower left) is a motor -driven timer. A 
cam, operated at a speed of 3 rpm, 
opens and closes a set of contacts. The 
on -time is determined by the manual 
power -selector setting. 

The thermal protector is a bimetal 
switch mounted to the magnetron as- 
sembly. If the magnetron overheats, this 
bimetal switch will open and deenergize 
the cook relay. This will shut off power 
to the magnetron. Overheating of the 
magnetron can be caused by a defective 
blower motor or blocked air passages. 
The switch ususally opens at around 
300°F and closes or resets at around 
260° F. 

The three colors of the power cord 
wires are indicated at the top of Fig.7. 
BK, G, and W represent black, green, 
and white, respectively. The green wire 
is grounded to the oven chassis. The 
white wire is the common side of the 
circuit. The black wire is the "hot" side 
of the microwave oven circuit. 

Door Seal and Leakage. When the 
microwave oven is in operation, the 
door opening must be sealed to prevent 
leakage of the energy. The typical 
microwave oven has a primary seal and a 
secondary seal around the door. Both 
are shown in the sectional view in Fig.8. 

SECONDARY SEAL 
DOOR GASKET 

Courtesy Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

FIGURE 8. A SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY DOOR 
SEALS ON A MICROWAVE OVEN. 

The primary seal is called a choke. 
This choke is a carefully designed slot 
along the edge of the door. Most of the 
microwave energy that does get through 
the narrow gap between the door and 
the frame fmds its way into this slot and 
is reflected back into the oven cavity. 

The secondary seal is a gasket that 
absorbs microwave power. This gasket is 
made of a special grade of vinyl that is 
impregnated with carbon -black. 

Microwave Leakage Test. Sensitive 
instruments are available for detecting 
microwave leakage around the oven 
door gaskets and in other places where 
leakage could possibly occur. The in- 
struments are calibrated in milliwatts 
per square centimeter (mw/cm2). To 
perform this test, place a load in the 
oven and sweep the sensing probe of the 
instrument around the points where 
leakage is more likely to occur. A 
container of water is usually used as the 
load when making this test. The test 
should be completed before the water 
boils away. 

In most cases, excess leakage can be 
corrected by adjusting the door or by 
replacing the door gasket, which is the 
secondary door seal. 

10 NRI Journal 
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Performance Test. A microwave oven 
should never be operated without a 

load, or something to be heated or 
cooked. The most simple test of an oven 
is to put a glass of water in it and see 
how long it takes for the water to boil. 
The typical oven should cause the water 
to boil in about three minutes. You will 
find specific instructions in the opera- 
tor's manual that is packed with the 
appliance. 

Relatively few appliance technicians 
are qualified to service microwave 
ovens. Some are fearful of the elec- 
tronics in them. Others are just un- 
willing to put in the effort needed to 
learn about something new. This leaves 
the field wide open for those techni- 
cians who qualify. If you really want to 
increase your earning potential as an 
appliance technician, this is one appli- 
ance you should learn how to service. 

FINAL CLOSEOUT SALE 
on 23 -channel transceivers 

Only a few left! 
SHARP 500 

Squelch Control 
Channel Selector 
PA (Public Address) 

Delta Tuning Switch 
Off/Volume Control 
Signal/RF Power Meter 

Illuminated Channel Indicator 
ANL (Automatic Noise Limiter) Switch 

$1 $69.95 
FANFARE 100 

Full 23 channels 
Adjustable squelch 
Illuminated S/RF meter 
Extension speaker jack 

WAS $59.95 

NOW ONLY 

$49.95 
Plus $2.50 

Shipping and 
Handling 

Plus $2.50 
Shipping and 

Handling 

i 

Stock No.RT500 

Quantities 
Limited! 

Stock No.RT100 
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Decorate 
'Your 'Home 

With Magic Mirrors That Talk... 
Or Sing! 

A startling source of music is your 
"Magic Mirror on the Wall." A unique 
unity of sound and sight ... hi-fi sound 
actually emanates from the beautifully 
framed mirror itself! With the Poly - 
Planar mirror speaker, beauty and sound 

No. 8SK 

SPECIFICATIONS: Power handling: 20 watts. 
Frequency range: 40 Hz to 20 kHz. Input 
impedance: 8 ohms. Size: 12%" oval by 1" 
deep. Finish: Walnut tone frame. 

are combined to provide beautiful music 
with a decorative flair. (Or-you may 
purchase a print yourself and turn your 
Magic Mirror into a magic painting.) 
Two sizes, two styles. Order right away. 
Quantities are limited. 

No. 40SK 

SPECIFICATIONS: Power handling: 40 watts. 
Frequency range: 30 Hz to 20 kHz. Input 
impedance: 8 ohms. Size: 20%" by 17%" by 
1%" deep. Finish: Walnut tone frame. 

Only $8.95 Only $12.95 
Plus $2 shipping and handling Plus $3 shipping and handling 
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What's New? 
Some time back, we began offering a 

synthesized 2 -meter transceiver as part 
of our complete communications 
course. Your response to this new offer- 
ing was so enthusiastic that we were 
unable to ship transceiver kits to some 
of you when you were ready for them. 

We're in full production now, how- 
ever, and we think that the Model 4S2 is 

just about the neatest piece of equip- 
ment that has ever come out of the NRI 

The 452. 
Development Laboratory. For the many 
of you who are still working toward the 
point in the course where you receive 
the transceiver kits, and maybe to tempt 
some others of you into considering 
Complete Communications as your next 
course, we'll look at some of the fea- 
tures of our new Model 452 right now. 

WHAT DOES IT DO? 

The Model 452 is a fully synthesized 
personal communications transceiver de- 
signed to operate on frequencies be- 
tween 144 and 148 MHz. Since this 
band of frequencies belongs to the 
amateur radio service, an amateur radio 
operator license is required to operate 
there. (Obtaining such a license should 
pose no particular problem for an ad- 
vanced student or graduate of the Com- 
munications course, however.) 

Though we hesitate to make the 
comparison, the Model 452 is used in 
much the same manner as an ordinary 
CB radio. Both are used to provide 
personal communication between indi- 

viduals while either on the move or at 
some fixed location. One important 
difference is the use of frequency modu- 
lation on the 2 -meter amateur band as 

opposed to amplitude modulation on 

the citizens band. FM ensures prac- 
tically interference -free communications 
even in crowded metropolitan areas. 

Another important advantage the am- 

ateur operator has over the CBer is a 

greatly increased operating range 
through the use of repeaters. A repeater 
station (see Fig.1) receives the trans- 
missions from an individual unit, such as 

the Model 452, and simultaneously re- 

transmits the signal on a different fre- 

quency at a much higher power level. 
The repeater station operates auto- 

matically, usually from atop a high 
building or tower where its signals can 
be received over thousands of square 
miles. Solid communications between 
units 100 miles or more apart is not 
uncommon through a repeater. 

Many repeaters offer an added bonus. 
On command from a properly equipped 
transceiver, the repeater has the capa- 
bility of connecting itself to an ordinary 
telephone line. This permits the amateur 
operator to make telephone calls from 

Jim Lytle 
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FIGURE 1. A REPEATER GREATLY INCREASES COMMUNICATING RANGE. 

the car, the campsite, or wherever the 
transceiver has been set up. There are 
hundreds of repeaters located all over 
the country (and the world) with more 
coming on the air every day. 

As many of you know, early this year 
the FCC increased the number of CB 
channels from 23 to 40. Despite this 
increase, it's difficult to get a word in 
edgewise on any of them if you live in a 

community of any size. With 800 chan- 
nels to choose from on the 2 -meter 
band, there's always a place for the 
amateur to go to have an uninterrupted 
conversation with a friend, to pass the 
time of day with a fellow amateur, or to 
obtain information or directions in an 
unfamiliar area. 

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a 

basic transceiver. It could be designed to 
operate on the amateur band, the citi- 
zens band or any of the many public 
service bands merely by selecting the 

proper crystals and tuned circuits in the 
receiver and transmitter sections. In the 
transmit mode, the antenna is con- 
nected to the transmitter and the se- 

lected transmit crystal determines the 
frequency transmitted. 

In the receive mode, the antenna is 

connected to the receiver. The required 
local oscillator signal is then determined 
by the selected receive crystal. One pair 
of crystals is required for each operating 
channel. With crystals costing about $5 
each, this scheme is practical only for 
transceivers which operate on just a few 
channels. 

With the hundreds of channels avail- 
able on the 2 -meter amateur band, a 

system such as shown in Fig.2 is ob- 
viously not practical. In our Model 452, 
we avoid this problem by using a digital 
frequency synthesizer. With such a cir- 
cuit, it's possible to generate virtually 
any number of separate frequencies 
with only one crystal. Furthermore, 
each and every frequency generated by 
the synthesizer will have the same accu- 
racy and stability as the crystal. 
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is adjusted so that the VCO operates at 
the desired transmit frequency. In the 
receive mode, the control voltage is 
changed to operate the VCO at the 
required local -oscillator frequency. But 
where does the control voltage come 
from? 

r 
O 

CRYSTAL 
OSCILLATOR 

o 
r° 

CRYSTAL 
OSCILLATOR 

RECEIVER 

TRANS- 
MITTER 

FIGURE 2. A BASIC TRANSCEIVER. 

In Fig.3 we've replaced the two 
crystal oscillators of Fig.2 with a single 
voltage -controlled oscillator (VCO). As 
its name implies, the frequency of this 
oscillator can be varied by changing the 
dc voltage on the control voltage line. In 
the transmit mode, the control voltage 

VOLTAGE - 
CONTROLLED 
OSCILLATOR 

(VCO) 

FIGURE 3. BASIC TRANSCEIVER WITH VOLTAGE -CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR. 
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In Fig.4 we've added a phase detector 
and a crystal -controlled reference oscil- 
lator to the circuit of Fig.3. The phase 
detector compares the phase of the two 
input signals and generates a dc output 
voltage proportional to the phase dif- 
ference between the two input signals. 

For example, we can say that the 
control voltage- output of the phase 
detector will be zero when the two 
input signals are in -phase and will go 
either positive or negative depending on 
the relative phase difference between 
the two inputs. Let's further assume 
that the output frequency of the VCO 
will be exactly 145 MHz when the 
control voltage is zero, will increase in 
frequency when the control voltage goes 
positive, and will decrease in frequency 
when the control voltage goes negative. 

Now, then, with the reference oscil- 
lator operating at exactly 145 MHz and 
the VCO operating at exactly 145 MHz, 
the two inputs to the phase detector are 
equal in frequency. If a phase difference 
exists between them, the control voltage 
output of the phase detector will tend 
to either increase or decrease the fre- 

quency of the VCO, as necessary, until 
it either "catches up" or "slows down" 
to come into phase with the reference 
input. 

Once the two are in -phase, the con- 
trol output becomes zero once again 
and the VCO is again operating at 
exactly 145 MHz. At this time, the VCO 
is said to be "phase -locked" to the 
reference oscillator. The circuit of Fig.4 
is called a phase -locked loop. 

So far, so good. The output fre- 
quency of the VCO in Fig.4 will have 
the same accuracy and stability as the 
crystal reference oscillator. Any ten- 
dency of the VCO to drift will be sensed 
at the phase detector and instantly 
counteracted by an appropriate adjust- 
ment of the control voltage to the VCO. 

The circuit of Fig.4 has one serious 
limitation which you've probably 
noticed - the VCO will operate only at 
the frequency of the reference oscilla- 
tor. The circuit, as it now stands, has no 
advantage whatsoever over a simple 
crystal oscillator. We can remedy this 
situation with the addition shown in 
Fig.5. 

145 MHZ TO 
TRANSMITTER 
AND RECEIVER 

FIGURE 4. A PHASE -LOCKED LOOP. 
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FIGURE 5. A DIGITAL FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER. 

As you can see, the new block in 
Fig.5 is called a programmable divider. 
It divides the frequency of the incoming 
signal by a number selected or "pro- 
grammed" into it. This number, called 
the divisor, can be changed or "re- 
programmed" at will. Notice in Fig.5 
that we've also changed the reference 
frequency to 5 kHz. An example will 
illustrate how these changes have in- 
creased the usefulness of the circuit. 

Assume that the programmable di- 
vider has been set to divide by 29,000. 
With our VCO still operating at 145 
MHz, the output of the divider will be 
145 X 106/29,000 = 5000 Hz or 5 
kHz. Since the reference oscillator also 
operates at 5 kHz, the two inputs to the 
phase detector are equal in frequency 
and will be quickly brought into phase 
lock by the action of the phase -locked 
loop. The result is the same as in the 
previous example - a 145 -MHz VCO 
output signal phase -locked to the 
reference oscillator. 

Now here's where the usefulness of 
the programmable divider comes into 

play. As already mentioned, the divisor 
of the programmable divider can be 
re -programmed at the will of the opera- 
tor. What happens when the divisor is 

changed? Let's see. 
Suppose we change the divisor to 

29,500. With the divisor suddenly in- 
creased, the instantaneous frequency at 
the output of the programmable divider 
will be slightly less than 5 kHz. The 
phase detector instantly senses the 
change because the phase of the lower - 
frequency signal at input A will begin to 
lag the phase of the reference input at 
B. 

The phase detector responds by 
changing the control voltage to the VCO 
by an amount just enough to bring the 
output of the programmable divider 
back up to 5 kHz and back into 
phase -lock with the reference. The new 
VCO frequency then becomes: 

X 
= 5 kHz 

29,500 

29,500 X 5 kHz = 147.5 MHz 
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When the divisor is changed, the correc- 
tion in the loop takes place very 
quickly. 

One important point that you should 
understand in the previous example is 
the conditions that exist at the phase 
detector after the divisor is changed and 
the VCO has responded. Although the 
two inputs to the phase detector are 
phase -locked, a phase relationship other 
than zero exists between them. Also, 
the dc output from the phase detector is 
now some positive value as necessary to 
raise the frequency of the VCO to its 
new value of 147.5 MHz. 

You can see also that the VCO 
frequency can be changed simply by 
re -programming the divider. The theo- 
retical number of different frequencies 
that can be generated in this manner is 
limited only by the range of divisors 
that can be programmed into the di- 

vider. Each frequency is phase -locked to 
the reference oscillator signal and is 
therefore automatically maintained at 
the same accuracy and stability as the 
reference frequency. 

The block diagram of Fig.5 illustrates 
all the important principles of a digital 
frequency synthesizer. As you might 
expect, practical synthesizers, such as 
the one used in the Model 452, incorpo- 
rate a number of circuit refinements. 
The VCO in the Model 452, for 
example, does not operate directly in 
the 145 -MHz range. Actually, the VCO 
operates at one -sixth the required 
transmit or receiver local -oscillator 
frequency. Its signal is then fed to a 
frequency tripler, then a doubler circuit 
for a total multiplication of 6. This 
brings it into the frequency range 
required by the transmitter or the re- 
ceiver. 

FIGURE 6. THE MODEL 452 WITH TOP COVER REMOVED SHOWING THE FIVE MAJOR 
CIRCUIT BOARDS. 
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MODEL 202 
FREQUENCY 

COUNTER 

1'11\ \It 

MODEL 320 
POWER SUPPLY 

FIGURE 7. THE MODEL 452 WITH THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT BOARD IN THE EX- 
TENDED POSITION. 

WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE? 

After the decision is made to develop 
a new NRI training kit, a project team is 
assigned to the task. One important area 
where much of their efforts are con- 
centrated is the mechanical layout and 
construction of the kit. The most inter- 
esting and advanced circuit features are 
valueless to a student unless they are 
accessible and fully operational as they 
are constructed. 

Soon after the circuitry of the Model 
452 was finalized, it was broken down 
into five major circuit areas, each of 
which occupies one of the five plug-in 
circuit boards. Figure 6 shows the trans- 
ceiver with the top cover removed and 
the five major boards identified. Also 
shown in Fig.6 are the front -panel - 
mounted programming switches. These 
switches are used to select the operating 
frequency which is then indicated on 
the large LED displays. 

Figure 7 shows how complete 
training access is provided using the 
extender circuit board. Any of the five 
major boards may be extended in this 
manner while the transceiver is fully 
powered and operational. Many of the 
experiments and demonstrations of cir- 
cuit operation are made possible with 
the extender circuit board. The Model 
320 power supply and Model 202 fre- 
quency counter, both included with the 
transceiver, are also shown here. 

As you can probably tell, we're very 
proud of this latest addition to our grow- 
ing line of kits designed for training. 
Much as we'd like to praise its virtues 
further, space here does not permit it. 
Complete specifications for the Model 
452 are listed in our latest catalog. If 
you don't have a copy, drop a line to 
Harry Taylor, our new director of 
Information and Graduate services. He'll 
be glad to furnish any information you 
need on NRI courses or training kits. 
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New! Full OneYear Warranty! 

¡The Vise So Versatile It Became A System. 

It's like no other tool you've ever 
used. Its head rotates a full 360 de- 
grees-and tilts 180 degrees from 
vertical to horizontal. Imagine how this 
kind of versatility simplifies work 
procedures. Just one convenient knob 
locks work in any desired position, 
firmly yet gently. 

Over the years this unique concept 
has grown into a system employed 

Model 300 
Original Base 
Designed for all normal 
permanent installations. 
Three lugs spaced 120 
degrees apart provide 
maximum mounting 
stability. 
Overall height: 3-13/16" 
Base diameter: 5" 

Only $11.95 
Shipping weight 

2 pounds 

worldwide by scientific and industrial 
organizations. 

Today PANAVISE offers a variety 
of interchangeable work -holding heads, 
bases, and accessories for every imagi- 
nable function. But just because it's 
small doesn't mean you can't use 

PANAVISE for some pretty rugged 
work. 

It's a vise every craftsperson deserves. 

Model 380 
Vacuum Base 
Attaches instantly 
and securely to any 
smooth, nonporous 
surface. Ideal for a 

variety of setups. 
Half -turn of mounting 
lever attaches and 
releases powerful 
suction pad. 
Overall height: 3-3/16" 
Base: 5" x 4%" 

Only $16.95 
Shipping weight 

2% pounds 

Model 303 
Original Vise Head 
Wide 2%" jaws open to 
2%". Head is pressure- 
diecast aluminum alloy 
with steel and brass inserts. 
Hammertone graygreen 
finish. Replaceable nylon 
jaws. 

Only $10.00 
Shipping weight 

2 pounds 

Model 315 
Circuit Board Holder 
Holds PC boards exactly where you want them. 
Spring -loaded arm for quick board changes. V - 
grooves for boards to 5/32" thick. Second set 
of lateral grooves near tip ends for exceptionally 
small PC boards and small electronic parts. 
Standard model holds PC boards up to 8". 
Cross bars up to 30" and extra arms are 
available for multiple board use. 

Only $16.95 Shipping weight 
1A pounds 
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With an- 
other hard 

winter pre- 
dicted for this 
year, more and 
more emphasis 
will be placed on 
energy conserva- 
tion. One energy - 
saving practice 
that is gaining 
popularity is the 
use of the elec- 
tric heat pump 
for space heating. 
Despite the higher 
initial cost of the 
heat pump, al - 
m ost one-half 
million heat 
pump units will 
be sold this year. 

Although few 
people realize it, 
the heat pump 
has been around 
for more than 40 
years. However, 
due to many de- 
sign problems as 
well as the relatively high cost of elec- 
tricity compared with oil or natural gas, 
heat pumps never seemed to catch on. 
After all, only ten years ago we were 
more concerned with convenience than 
with economy or efficiency. 

Now, in some parts of the United 
States, natural gas and fuel oil costs are 
no longer lower than electricity costs. 
Also, it is likely that the cost of natural 
gas and oil will rise faster and higher 
than electricity rates. No longer can we 
enjoy the luxury of cheap and plentiful 
energy. 

Many of the energy experts believe 
that the best way to deal with the 
energy shortage - at 
least for the immediate 
future - is to use more Mike Taylor 

HEAT 
PUMPS 

They're Here To Stay 

electricity, not 
less. This does not 
mean we should 
waste electricity, 
but shift to it 
from natural gas 
and oil. Natural 
gas and oil should 
be saved for pur- 
poses only they 
can serve. 

Within the last 
few years, it has 
been found that 
the natural gas 
furnace is not as 
efficient as first 
thought. With all 
the factors deter- 
mining the effi- 
ciency taken into 
consideration, the 
natural gas fur- 
nace efficiency 
was found to be in 
the 40 to 50 per- 
cent range, rather 
than in the 65 to 
75 percent range 
as first believed. 

For space heating purposes, effi- 
ciency is determined by the ratio of 
input energy to 1 unit of useful heat 
energy output. As shown in Table 1, the 
natural gas furnace requires 2.2 units of 
input energy to produce 1 unit of useful 
heat energy. The electric resistance 
furnace and electric baseboard heater, 
which work like giant electric toasters, 
require 3.2 units of input energy to 
produce 1 unit of useful heat energy 
output. On the other hand, the electric 
heat pump only requires 1.6 units of 
input energy to produce the same 1 unit 
of heat energy output. 

You would think from this informa- 
tion that the heat pump 
would be the over- 
whelming choice for a 
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Table I 

Cost and Efficiency Comparison 

Heating System Energy Ratio Overall Efficiency Initial Cost 

Natural Gas 2.2 45 percent Medium 

esis 

1.6 

31 per 

High 

central heating and cooling system. 
However, the early heat pumps were 
plagued with many problems. 

Early heat pumps, which were simple 
air-conditioning systems working in 
reverse, were unreliable and subject to 
frequent breakdowns. Past heat pump 
designs would not work well at low 
outside temperatures. The lubricant for 
the compressor would turn to syrup 
at the lower temperatures, which pre- 
vented adequate lubrication of the 
compressor. 

Low temperatures caused other prob- 
lems for the heat pump. The early heat 
pump operated efficiently from 0°F to 
about 115°F. As a result, heat pumps 
were mainly limited to the milder 
southern climates, where extremely low 
temperatures were never reached. 

Now, with more emphasis on energy 
conservation, the heat pump producers 
are designing more reliable and efficient 
heat pump systems. With new and 
higher quality lubricants, modern heat 
pump compressors will work efficiently 
down to -20°F. No longer are heat 
pumps designed only from the stand- 
point of the cooling function. Now they 
are designed from the standpoint of the 
heating function as well. 

che heat pump works on the prin- 
iple of reverse refrigeration or 

reverse air conditioning. In general, 
the only difference between the heat 
pump and the air conditioner is that the 
heat pump is used for both heating and 
cooling, not just cooling. Both systems 
serve the same purpose - to extract 
heat from one place and deliver it to 
another. 

To understand how the heat pump 
works, you should keep in mind a few 
simple facts: 

Heat exists in all matter. 
Even in the coldest air, there is some 

heat. 

Temperature is the measurement of 
heat concentration. 

When a liquid changes to a vapor or 
gas, the energy to make this change is 
stored by the vapor. This energy is in 
the form of heat. When the vapor 
condenses back to a liquid, the heat 
stored within the vapor is then re- 
leased. 

Keeping these facts in mind, let's 
discuss the cooling operation of the heat 
pump. During the cooling cycle, the 
inside coil acts as the evaporator. As 
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shown in Fig.l, a low-pressure liquid 
(refrigerant) is fed to the evaporator 
(inside coil). The warm inside air comes 
into contact with the evaporator and 
causes the refrigerant to boil and vapor- 
ize. This boiling action takes heat from 
the inside air. 

The refrigerant vapor is than drawn 
to the compressor where it is com- 
pressed into a high-pressure gas. The 
high-pressure gas is forced through the 
outside coil (condenser) where it con- 
denses back to a liquid. This action 
transfers the heat picked up from the 
inside air to the outside. 

During the heating cycle, just the 
opposite occurs. The evaporator and 
condenser "switch places." Since it's 
not practical to physically exchange the 
evaporator and condenser with every 
season change, reversing valves are used. 

The reversing valves simply serve to 
control the direction of the refrigerant 
flow. For example, during the heating 
cycle the reversing valves control the 
refrigerant flow so that the outside coil 
acts as the evaporator and the inside coil 
acts as the condenser, as shown in Fig.2. 

During the heating cycle, when the 
outside temperature falls below 40°F, 
frost will begin to form on the outside 
evaporator. The frost will act as an 
insulator and reduce the air flow 
through the outside coil. This will 
greatly reduce the amount of heat 
picked up by the outside coil and thus 
affect the efficiency of the heat pump. 

One method to remove this frost is to 
use electric resistance coils. The coils 
preheat the outside air and defrost the 
outside coil. However, this defeats the 
purpose of the heat pump. 

FIGURE 1. THE REFRIGERANT PATH DURING COOLING. THE ARROWS INDICATE THE 
DIRECTION OF FLOW. VALVES 1, 2, 3, AND 4 ARE REVERSING \.'AI "ES 
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In most cases, a hot gas bypass (HGP) 
system is used. Here, a portion of the 
hot high-pressure gases from the inside 
coil are periodically bypassed to the 
outside coil. The hot gases warm the 
outside coil and melt whatever frost has 
developed. 

This brings up the one drawback of 
the heat pump. Even though there is 
still a great deal of heat outside, the 
heat pump must work harder and harder 
to extract this heat as the outside 
temperature falls. It then becomes 
necessary to supplement the heat picked 
up by the heat pump. Supplementary 
heaters are usually of the electric resis- 
tance type, which are automatically 
switched on when the outside tempera- 
ture falls below a preset point. 

Why not install a larger heat pump 
system in the first place rather than use 

supplementary heaters? To answer this 
question, you will have to remember 
that the heat pump will also be used for 
cooling in the summer. If we size the 
heat pump for the winter load, the 
system will be too large for the summer 
load. 

This will cause the system to short - 
cycle during the summer. This means 
that the system will only run for short 
periods of time, with frequent starting 
and stopping. This can be very hard on 
the compressor, and may not provide 
adequate humidity control. 

Since the supplementary heaters will 
only be used on the coldest days, it is 
best that the heat pump be sized for the 
cooling load. This may seem like a 
compromise, but does provide the best 
overall economy for the heat pump 
system. 

OUTSIDE COIL 

CHECK VALVE 1 

EXPANSION . ALVE 1 

RECEIVER 

2_ j4 EXPANSION 
COMPR ( VALVE 2 

INSIDE COIL 

CHECK VALVE 2 

FIGURE 2. THE REFRIGERANT PATH DURING HEATING. THE ARROWS INDICATE THE 
DIRECTION OF FLOW. VALVES 1, 2, 3, AND 4 ARE REVERSING VALVES. 
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Servicing the heat pump should not 
be a problem for the experienced 
air-conditioning mechanic. As in 

troubleshooting and servicing any piece 
of equipment, you should have a 

thorough understanding of how the 
equipment operates, and the sequence 
of operation. 

A frequent customer complaint is 
cool air coming from the duct system. 
This is an especially common complaint 
from customers who are used to gas or 
oil furnaces. The air supply from a heat 
pump has sufficient heat to satisfy the 
home thermostat. However, the supply 
air temperature is somewhat lower than 
the 130°F to 150°F air temperature of 
a gas or oil furnace. Therefore, the 
blower speed for the heat pump should 
be slower than the gas or oil furnace to 
prevent these cool air drafts. 

Another frequent customer com- 
plaint is steam coming from the outside 
unit. After the defrost cycle, the heat 
pump will automatically return to the 
heating cycle. Then the melted water 
left from the defrost cycle blows off the 
outside coil and vaporizes, creating the 
steam effect. 

A frequent problem encountered 
with heat pumps that the customer 
should be made aware of is a dirty air 
filter. A dirty air filter will restrict the 
amount of air flow through the inside 
coil, resulting in high system pressures. 
If the filter becomes clogged, it may 
cause the pressure cutoffs to operate. 
The pressure cutoffs are protective 
devices which shut down the system 
when the system pressures exceed a safe 
limit. Without such protective devices, 
you run the risk of damaging the com- 
pressor. 

The pressure cutoffs may operate 
during the defrost cycle also. During the 
defrost cycle, the unit operates in the 
cooling function with the outside fan 
off. The system pressures will be abnor- 
mally high, and may trip the pressure 

cutoffs. This situation is usually caused 
by a defective or out -of -adjustment 
defrost thermostat or defrost switch. 
Any adjustment to the defrost controls 
should be done only according to the 
manufacturer's instructions. 

The reversing valves mentioned earlier 
very rarely cause trouble. Most valves 
operate by an electromagnetic solenoid 
triggered by the heat/cool switch on the 
home thermostat. A defective reversing 
valve will cause difficulty switching 
from the heating cycle to the cooling 
cycle and vice versa. Most problems with 
reversing valves involve the solenoid 
coil. A simple ohmmeter check will 
determine if the coil is open or shorted. 

An ohmmeter will not reveal a 
mechanical problem with a reversing 
valve. When the system switches from 
heating to cooling, you should hear a 

distinctive "click" from the reversing 
valve as it changes positions. If the valve 
appears to stick, or is sluggish, try 
reversing the valve with the outside coil 
air flow restricted to raise the system 
pressures. This will sometimes free the 
obstruction, and allow the reversing 
valve to operate. 

Reversing valves may also develop 
internal leakage, which will reduce :he 
system's capacity. Internal leakage can 
be checked by feeling for a temperature 
difference between the inlet pipes and 
the outlet pipes to the reversing valve. 

Notice the check valves in the refrig- 
erant lines in Figs.l and 2. They are used 
to prevent the refrigerant flow from 
going in the wrong direction. A defec- 
tive check valve will show up on either, 
but not usually both, the heating or 
cooling cycles. A frozen check valve will 
restrict the refrigerant flow, and like the 
reversing valve, can sometimes be freed 
by reversing the system several times. 

A final caution: Novice mechanics 
should not attempt to service heat 
pumps, which can be extremely danger- 
ous electrically and mechanically. 
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Today, nearly everyone who works in the 
field of electronics has need of an accurate 
standard frequency source to calibrate fre- 
quency counters and other equipment. In this 
article, Graduate Wendell Turner, Jr. shows 
you how a normal color television receiver 
can be used to set the time base of your 
frequency counter to a 

precise frequency that 
can be directly traceable to 
the National Bureau of Stan- 
dards! The two NBS publi- 
cations listed at the end of 
the article give you all the 
needed information. In 
addition, you can build the 
simple adapter yourself from 
directions in the NBS bul- 
letin, or buy a commercially 
made adapter as indicated 
in the third reference at the 
conclusion of the article. 

Every color TV set 
has a 3.58 -MHz crystal 
oscillator which is phase - 
locked to the incoming 
color subcarrier fre- 
quency. If the color 
TV is receiving a program 
being sent out by one of 
the three major networks 
(CBS, ABC, or NBC), 
then the color subcarrier 
of each nerwork is con- 
trolled by an atomic 
oscillator to be 

A 
Simple 

Accurate 
(!) 

Method 
of 

Cali 
brating 

Standard 
Frequency 
exactly 

3.5795454545... MHz with an accu- 
racy continually monitored and pub- 
lished' by the National Bureau of 
Standards (NBS). Thus, your color TV 
can be used as a handy and highly 
accurate frequency standard. A free 
brochure' on how to use this frequency 
standard is available from NBS. 

Briefly, you can quickly check the 
accuracy of your counter, or other 
standard crystal oscillator, as follows. 
You will need 
a color TV re- 
ceiver, a stop- 
watch or other 
means of mea - 

Wendell P 
W1 

Turner, Jr. 
NN 

the 
in step with the network subcarrier 
signal. The signal from your crystal os- 
cillator is converted by the comparator 
circuit to the 3.58 -MHz range. This 
latter signal is then fed into the chroma 
circuit of the color TV to beat with the 
signal from the network. The result is a 

vertical color bar on the TV screen. If 
the displayed color bar remains sta- 
tionary, your reference oscillator is 
exactly on frequency. Normally, how- 

ever, you will 
see a slowly 
changing bar 
pattern, from 
red to green to 

suring seconds accurately, and a stable 
crystal oscillator (counter time -base, 
for example) at 10 MHz, 5 MHz, 2.5 
MHz, 1 MHz, 0.5 MHz, or 0.25 MHz. 
The higher the frequency of the crystal 
oscillator, the more accurate your 

results will be. Finally, 
you will need a special 
color -bar comparator. 

A schematic for home - 
brewing this special com- 
parator is furnished in 
the NBS brochure' , or 
one may be purchased 
ready made'. The com- 
parator is essentially a 

frequency divider circuit 
which converts the local 
crystal oscillator signal to 
the color subcarrier fre- 
quency. 

The whole setup is 

shown in Fig.l. The 
incoming signal from the 
major network (you 
cannot use local TV pro- 
gramming or advertising 
periods on network shows 
if you want NBS accu- 
racy) is "locked" onto 
by the color phase de- 
tector in the TV, and 

local subcarrier oscillator is exactly 
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o 
NETWORK 
BROADCAST 

NBS MONITOR 

MONTHLY 
TV á COMPARATOR LCO PUBLISHED 

OFFSET OF 
NETWORK 
COLOR 
SUBCARRIER 
FROM NBS 
10-MHZ 

AVERAGE TIME, STAN LA RD 
T SECONDS, FOR 
COLOR BAR CHANGES 
RIGHT TO LEFT 

27936 
T 

PUBLISHED MHZ X 10-11 
NETWORK = OFFSET OF LCO 
OFFSET FROM NBS ACCURACY 

FIGURE 1. CONNECTIONS FOR PRECISE FREQUENCY CALIBRATION. 

blue and back to red again. The speed 
with which this bar pattern changes is 
an indication of how far off your local 
oscillator is - rapid movement means 
way off frequency. 

You should adjust the frequency of 
the local oscillator so that the colors 
appear to move as slowly as possible, 
from right to left. Then, using a stop- 
watch, measure the lowest convenient 
time of one complete change (red to 
green to blue to red, for example). Do 
this several times and take the average 

for the greatest accuracy. Now you can 
use the formula given in Fig.l, along 
with the published offset of the par- 
ticular network being used to obtain the 
offset of your local oscillator with NBS 
accuracy. 

As an example, I have a 10 -MHz 
crystal oscillator standard which I 

hooked up as shown in Fig.1. I was able 
to adjust the frequency for an average 
time of 14 seconds for the color bar to 
change from green back to green (right 
to left!). I was tuned to an afternoon 
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soap opera on CBS, for which the NBS 
published offset was -2999.2 X 10-11 
MHz. Thus, the offset of my oscillator 
at that reading was: 

27936 

14 
2999.2 

= -1003.8 X 10-11 MHz 

In other words, my oscillator was 
actually operating at a frequency of: 

10 - 0.000000010038 

= 9.999999989962 MHz 

Editor's Note: For most of us, the accuracy 
represented by using a color TV receiver with 
the color -bar comparator as an indicator of 
zero beat for the time -base of our frequency 
counters would be more than sufficient! 

Job Ops 

However, Wendell's method will surely give 
very accurate and precise calibration, if ever 
such a need might arise. 

References: 

1 NBS Time and Frequency Services 
Bulletin, published monthly, free. 
Available from NBS upon request to: 
Time and Frequency Services Section, 
National Bureau of Standards, 
Boulder, Colorado 80302. 

2 "New Frequency Calibration Serv- 
ice," 32 -page brochure on the 
color -bar method, free. Available 
from the same source as in Reference 
1 

3 DYCO Model 176. Available from 
the Dynatron Company, Box 48822, 
Los Angeles, California 90048. 

TECHNICIAN WANTED: Latour Radio and Television, located in Kapuskasing, Ontario, would 
like to hire a radio -TV technician. Good opportunity for overtime bonuses. Bilingual (English and 
French) desirable but not required. Must be a graduate of NRI or other accepted school. Send 
resume to J. P. Latour, Manager, 3 Queen Street, PO Box 356, Kapuskasing, Ontario, Canada 
P5N-1G5. 

TECHNICIANS WANTED: Computer Service Representatives, experienced and trainees. Multi- 
ple openings in Washington, D.C. and a few in Europe. Current starting rate for trainees is $196 
weekly. Trainee position qualifies for VA OJT benefits also. Apply: Staffing and Development, 
Box 500, Sperry Univac Federal Systems, 2121 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20007. EEO-M/F/V/H. 

LET'S WORK TOGETHER TO PROTECT 
THE U\3ORN AND THE 

\EW3OR\ 

MARCH OF DIMES 
'H!S SPAGE coNrFIBurEo BY THE PUBLISHER 
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Artificial 
Oil? Ed 

Cochran 

New synthetic engine oils are currently attracting 
attention. From recent advertisements, you can draw two 

conclusions. First, manufacturers claim the synthetic oils have 
miraculous properties. Second, synthetic oils are expensive. 

From my experience, most people are suspicious of the claims, 
and reluctant to pay the $3 to $4 a quart that the oil sells for. 

One of tae most authoritative articles that I have seen 
on synthetic oils appeared in the June 1977 issue of Automo- 
tive Engineering, a monthly publication of the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE). The SAE is the engineering 
society for the transportation industry, and establishes most 
of the standards and recommended practices for materials 

and equipmeflt for the automotive industry. The infor- 
mation presented here is based on the SAE article 

and ar SAE paper presented by J.A.C. Krudish, 
H.V. Lowther, and B.J. Miller of the 

Mobile Oil Corporation. 
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The word "synthetic" comes from a 

Greek word that means "to put to- 
gether." One of Webster's definitions of 
synthetic is "produced artificially or 
man-made." We shouldn't be too sur- 
prised to find synthetic engine oil be- 
cause we are surrounded by synthetics. 
We have nylon and orlon to replace 
natural fibers such as cotton, silk, and 
wool. We even have synthetics to re- 

place natural foods such as butter, lard, 
sugar, and orange juice. The list could 
go on and on. Synthetics are usually 
produced because they are better than 
the natural product, cheaper than the 
natural product, or both. 

There are many synthesized materials 
that have properties that might make 
them usable as an engine lubricant. A 

partial list is shown in Table 1. This 
table shows that most materials have at 
least one negative characteristic. It 
would appear that the synthesized 
hydrocarbons have the best overall pro- 
perties. Let's go over the listed pro- 
perties one by one. 

Viscosity -Temperature Properties. 
Viscosity is a measurement of the con- 
sistency of a liquid. Molasses has a high 
viscosity, particularly when cold. Water 
has a low viscosity. Most mineral engine 
oils (refined from petroleum) have a 

high viscosity when cold and a low 
viscosity when hot. The ideal engine oil 
would have the same viscosity at 0°F 
and 210°F. That is why we have grades 
such as SAE 10W-30 and SAE 10W-40. 
The oil has a viscosity of 10W at 0°F 
and 30 or 40 at 210°F, but is still 
thicker when it is cold than when it is 

hot. 
Low -Temperature Fluidity, Low Pour 

Point. This is also a measurement of 
how well the oil will flow or pour when 
very cold. It is necessary that oil flow 
readily when starting a very cold engine. 

High -Temperature Oxidation Resis- 

tance with Inhibitors Present. The en- 
gine oil in an operating engine can get 

very hot, as high as 325°F to 375°F. At 
these temperatures, engine oils oxidize 
or break down. Additives to inhibit 
oxidation are added to engine oils, but 
they are not completely effective with 
mineral oils. 

Compatibility with Mineral Oils. To- 
day, all new cars come from the factory 
with mineral engine oil in the crankcase. 
If the owner decides to switch to a 

synthetic oil, it is next to impossible to 
get all of the old mineral oil out of the 
engine. If the new synthetic oil will not 
mix with the mineral oil, or will react 
with it to form sludge or varnish, the 
new synthetic oil will do more harm 
than good. Also, there may come a time 
when the owner must add engine oil 
when a particular brand of synthetic oil 

is not available. For the time being, the 
synthetic oils must be compatible with 
mineral oils. 

Low Volatility. Volatility is a mea- 
surement of how readily a liquid evapo- 
rates, especially when heated. When part 
of the engine oil evaporates during its 
service life, the remaining oil becomes 
thicker and loses some of its lubricating 
properties. 

Effect on Most Paints and Finishes. It 
is obvious that any engine oil that 
would mar the car's finish, if the oil 

were accidently spilled on it, would be 
totally unacceptable to the motoring 
public. 

Stability in Presence of Water. It is 

impossible to keep moisture out of the 
crankcase. The water can come from 
products of combustion, leakage from 
the cooling system, or condensation 
from atmospheric moisture. Any oil 
that will react with the moisture to 
form sludge or varnish is unacceptable. 

Antirust Properties in Presence of 
Inhibitor. Rust inhibitors are added to 
engine oil to prevent or reduce the 
formation of rust from the moisture 
that gets in the crankcase. The engine oil 
must be compatible with the inhibitor. 
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Engine Oil Additive Solubility. En- 
gine oil must act as a solvent to dissolve 
the oxidation, corrosion, antirust, and 
other additives that are added to the oil 
to improve its operational charac- 
teristics. 

Elastomer Swelling Tendency -Buna 
Rubber. Rubber in the presence of 
mineral oil deteriorates rapidly and can- 
not be used for seals and gaskets in an 
engine. In the place of rubber, a number 
of rubber -like synthetics, called elas- 
tomers, are used. One is neoprene. 
These elastomers are fairly stable in 
the presence of mineral oil, and a syn- 
thetic oil must be compatible with them 
also. 

Looking at Table 1, you can see that 
the synthesized hydrocarbons have the 
widest range of performance features 
with the olefin oligomer having the 
slight edge. The olefin oligomer has 
better viscosity -temperature charac- 
teristics and is easier to inhibit against 
high -temperature oxidation than most 
of the other synthetics. It shows signi- 
ficantly better low -temperature vis- 
cosities than the alkylated aromatic, and 
also less increase in viscosity after oxida- 
tion at 325°F and 375°F with different 
inhibitors. 

Commercial synthesized oils use an 
olefin oligomer/organic ester blend 
(Table 1, column 2 and column 4 or 
column 5) to take advantage of the best 
features of both types of material. The 
organic ester is added to the blend 
because it provides excellent engine 
cleanliness. 

Table 2 shows the comparative per- 
formance of a number of viscosity 
grades of synthetic engine oils compared 
to a reference SE quality SAE 10W-40 
mineral oil. You can see that the SAE 
5W-20 synthetic oil has the greatest 
number of positive features. We will talk 
about these positive features using the 
SAE 5W-20 synthetic oil which we will 
call Syn. 1. 

FUEL ECONOMY 

You can look at Table 2 and see that 
the SAE 5W-20 synthetic oil has a 
considerable advantage in fuel economy 
over the higher numbered grades of 
mineral oils. Direct comparisons of over 
600 test points shows an average 4.2 
percent advantage in fuel economy for 
Syn. 1 over the reference mineral oils. 
These tests involved the same vehicles 
under the same conditions, with a vari- 
ety of test cycles, speeds, and lubricants 
being studied. 

Take, for example, a short trip of six 
miles, involving a cold (ambient) start, 
with 40 percent urban and 60 percent 
highway driving. Syn. I would be ex- 
pected to provide an average fuel econo- 
my improvement of over 5 percent. 
What makes this important is that most 
passenger car trips are about this dura- 
tion or less. 

Of course, much of the fuel economy 
comes from the fact that Syn. 1 is a low 
viscosity product and thus has reduced 
friction losses. However, tests suggested 
that there were other considerations 
than just the lower viscosity that helped 
the improvement. The tests showed that 
even with mineral oils having the same 
viscosity, there was less viscous friction 
using Syn. 1, especially under high 
pressure. Syn. 1 has a lower coefficient 
of viscous friction than the equivalent 
mineral oil. This means the synthetic oil 
is slicker or more slippery than mineral 
oil of the same viscosity, and even more 
so when under high pressure. 

OIL ECONOMY 

A synthetic engine oil such as Syn. 1 

must control oil economy as well if not 
better than the higher viscosity mineral 
oils if it is to be successful in the market- 
place. Oil economy has long been recog- 
nized as a very difficult feature to 
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measure accurately because it varies 
widely with the type of operation and 
engine condition. Yet it is one of the 
few performance features of engine oil 
that is readily apparent to the motorist. 

Low viscosity mineral oils such as an 
SAE 5W-20 have often given excessive 
oil consumption. For this reason, it was 
necessary to study the Syn. 1 product 
very carefully. 

The oil economy data obtained was 
based on 130 American and European 
vehicles using Syn. 1 and 80 American 
and European vehicles using SE quality 
SAE 10W-40, 10W-50, and 15W-40 min- 
eral oils. It was concluded that Syn. 1 

would provide oil economy equal to a 

combination of the mineral oils. 
It must be stressed that the engines 

using Syn. 1 must be in good mechani- 
cal condition. Those that are not, and 
particularly those having leaky seals or 
gaskets, will leak more Syn. 1 than oils 
with a higher viscosity. 

ENERGY CONSERVATION 

The characteristics of synthesized 
hydrocarbons make it possible to make 
low viscosity engine oils that provide 
better fuel mileage and equal oil con- 
sumption control as compared to the 
much higher viscosity mineral oils. The 
stability of the synthetic oils with the 
optimized additives make extended 
drain intervals possible. 

It appears that widespread use of 
synthesized engine oils, taking full 
advantage of their capabilities, results in 
considerable national energy savings. 
This savings even takes the increased 
energy required to manufacture the 
synthesized materials into account. 

It is calculated that the use of one 
barrel of a synthesized SAE 5W-20 
engine lubricant, such as Syn. 1, would 
save about 6.6 equivalent barrels of 
crude oil. Of course, the saving due to 

the improvement in fuel mileage is the 
principal consideration, far overriding 
the small increase in process energy 
required to make the synthesized oils. 
The greater drain interval for Syn. 1 

would result in even greater energy 
savings. 

TEST PROCEDURES 
AND RESULTS 

We don't have the space here to cover 
all of the tests and results that were 
used to compare Syn. 1 with SAE 
10W-40 mineral oils. The tests are the 
result of the combined effort of SAE, 
American Petroleum Institute (API), 
and American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM). The tests include 
laboratory tests and operating engine 
tests in the laboratory, on a dyna- 
mometer, and in the field. 

One of the tests for SE quality oil is 
called the Oldsmobile Sequence IIIC 
test. In that test, the viscosity of the oil 
under test cannot increase over 400 
percent at the end of 40 hours. The 
viscosity of Syn. 1 increased 33 percent 
after 40 hours and only 112 percent 
after 128 hours. This test uses a 425 
CID engine operating under load with a 

coolant temperature of 245°F and an 
oil temperature of 300°F. With Syn. 1, 
it was difficult to reach 300°F, while 
with SAE 10W-40 oils, a heat exchanger 
had to be used to keep the temperature 
down to 300°F. 

In another test, Syn. 1 was used in 
nine 455 CID Parkway Police fleet cars. 
These cars run at very high speeds and 
have been known to develop enough 
heat to melt battery cases. After 5000 
miles, the Syn. 1 was drained from the 
cars and easily passed the IIIC require- 
ments for brand-new SE quality oils. 
This showed excellent protection 
against oil viscosity thickening and en- 
gine cleanliness. 
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Syn. 1 was also evaluated in a one- 
year/100,000-mile test in Parkway Po- 

lice cruisers. The cars started with 
5000- or 10,000 -mile oil -drain intervals. 
However, because of the excellent per- 
formance being obtained during the 
initial 40,000 miles, some units com- 
pleted the final 60,000 miles without an 

oil change. Final inspection showed 
virtually equivalent cleanliness perfor- 
mance for Syn. 1 at 5000-, 10,000-, and 
60,000 -mile oil -drain intervals. It also 
demonstrated excellent rod bearing, cam 
lobe, and valve lifter wear reduction. 

Some of the drivers who used Syn. 1 

while it was being developed reported 
that they thought their cars ran better 
and had more snap. This was a "seat -of - 
the -pants" observation which was 
checked. A series of precisely timed 
part -throttle accelerations from 0 to 35 
mph was conducted, with maximum 
speed after a specific time being re- 
corded. Ten acceleration tests were run 
using both Syn. 1 and SAE 10W-40 SE 
mineral oil. Syn. 1 had a 3.6 percent ad- 
vantage for cold starts and a 3.9 percent 
advantage under warmed -up conditions. 
The drivers impressions were real. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions drawn in the SAE 
article are that a synthetic SAE 5W-20 
engine oil has shown the following 
advantages over the most popular types 
of mineral oil products: 

Improved fuel economy. 

Normal or improved oil economy. 

Outstanding performance in extended drain 
laboratory testing. 

Outstanding performance in extended drain 
field testing. 

Improved energy conservation. 

Reduction in oil sump temperatures. 

Improved driving "peppiness." 

Excellent low -temperature starting capa- 
bility. 
Excellent wear protection. 

SUMMARY 

I think it has been documented that a 

synthetic SAE 5W-20 engine oil in a 

number of ways can be superior to 
higher viscosity SE quality mineral oils. 
But whether synthetic oil is superior for 
you depends in most part on your car, 
and the way you drive it. So before you 
run out and buy five quarts, let's do 
some figuring. 

A 5 percent increase in fuel mileage is 

impressive. This is documented and not 
a gimmick or wild claim. Say you get 16 

miles to the gallon and pay 65 cents for 
your unleaded gas. In 1000 miles you 
will use 62.5 gallons and pay $40.63 for 
it. A 5 percent savings would be $2.03. 
That's fine, and in 10,000 miles you will 
save $20.30. 

Now, the true synthetic oils on the 
market cost about $3 a quart more than 
premium multi -grade mineral oils. If 
your car burns or leaks one quart every 
1000 miles, you are going to pay $3 to 
save $2. If your oil consumption im- 
proves 50 percent to one quart every 
1500 miles, you'll be breaking even and 
probably have a better -running car. 
Your car's engine has to be in good 
mechanical condition. 

You won't have any trouble with a 

new -car warranty if the synthetic oil has 
an SE service classification and you 
change the oil at the interval recom- 
mended by the car manufacturer. Wait 
until the warranty runs out before you 
go on an extended drain interval. 

One other thing - extended drain 
intervals can only be used with cars that 
are driven often and regularly, and on 
trips long enough to bring the engine up 
to full operating temperature. Contami- 
nants such as unburned fuel and mois- 
ture will still collect in the crankcase 
and must be removed by heat or by 
changing the oil. Synthetic oil manufac- 
turers are very careful about recom- 
mending extended oil change intervals. 
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For outstanding grades throughout their NRI courses of study, these July and 
August graduates were given Certificates of Distinction with their NRI diplomas. 

WITH HIGHEST HONORS 

James A. Bindewald, La Harpe IL 
Stan Bloomenthal, West Newton MA 
Dale A. Born, Prior Lake MN 
John L. Boyer, Potosi MO 
Robert Stevens Brown, Rutland VT 
Raymond Burke, Kamloops BC Canada 
Alfred G. Butler, Grandview WA 
Howard Carlton, Pittsburgh PA 
David G. Carpenter, Hinson TN 
Robert D. Drews, Fairfax VA 
Donald Driscoll, Woburn MA 
C. Neale Elsby, Rancho Palos Verdes CA 
Elbert Gibson, Chicago IL 
Jerome Goldstein, Philadelphia PA 
Joe B. Grobe, San Antonio TX 
Robert S. Hamra, Clarksville AR 
Brian R. Hart, Enfield CT 
Stuart D. Hastings, Bedford OH 
Bobby G. Helton, Maricopa AZ 
Blaine W. Hughes, APO New York 
Rodney P. Hunt, Newburyport MA 
Frank lava, Waterbury CT 
J. Albert Isham, Elizabethtown KY 
Jerold W. Karsten, Ada MN 
Daniel H. Kenny, Alma NB Canada 
Kent A. Kirkwood, Bluffton IN 
Gerald L. Lomax, Townsend, DE 
Robert M. Mead, Walnut Creek CA 
James Gary Morris, Griffin GA 
John L. Mozdzioch, Inglewood CA 
Ronald E. Oast, Leona Valley CA 
Steven G. Olson, Holden MA 
Ralph Peck, Xenia OH 
Frank Polzer, Floral Park NY 
Earl Prasse, Wellington IL 
Larry J. Price, Morganton NC 
Vincent T. Prindle, Syracuse NY 
Norman R. Raeck, Kincheloe AFB MI 
Stephen E. Ray, Mt. Juliet TN 
Jake Reigert, Jr., Deport TX 
Jesus L. Rios, Falturrias TX 
Jose A. Rojas, Los Angeles CA 
Handel E. Ryan, Jr., San Mateo CA 
Albert J. Schiagheck, Miami FL 
Robert J. Searles, Camarillo CA 
Monte E. Seehorn, Lilburn GA 
Gerald Lee Simpson, Linneus MO 
Raymond W. Simpson, Jr., Burgettstown 
Alton T. Sing, Jr., Portsmouth VA 
Thomas Albert Skvarek, Colts Neck NJ 
Robert Jaye Surale, Forrest MB Canada 
Calvin H. Smith, Santa Rosa CA 
Dick E. Smith, Hallandale FL 
Lawrence R. Stewart, Terre Haute IN 
David J. Szarenski, Clio MI 
Michael G. Treanor, Richmond IN 
John B. Turner, Dryden ON Canada 

J. R. Uplinger, APO New York 
John A. Waeltz, Crystal Lake IL 
C. Craig Walls, Easton MD 
Thomas E. West, Jr., Big Springs TX 
Richard C. Wilcox, Hobe Sound FL 
Frelon C. Williams, Jr., Athens TN 
Elmer P. Yates, Ellsworth ME 
James R. Young, Hickory NC 

WITH HIGH HONORS 

Russell Glen Adams, Creston OH 
Antonio Albanese, Gillette NJ 
Danny B. Alexander, Alamogordo NM 
Arthur Amos, Craig CO 
John J. Amschler, Buffalo MO 
Carl D. Anderson, Morristown TN 
Charles L. Anderson, Weirton WV 
Richard Armstrong, Rapid City SD 
Norman E. Aubuchon, North Dartmouth MA 
Billy A. Aven, Orange TX 
Cruz Quintana Baez, Guaynabo PR 

Wayne A. Beal, Troup TX 
David K. Bell, Warsaw NY 
George F. Bercholz, Bomoseen VT 
Ronald E. Bertrand, Cochrane ON Canada 
Paul R. Bissell, Bellefontaine OH 
John E. Black, Newark OH 
Steven Albert Blanchard, Honolulu HI 
Gary Leo Blickhan, Quincy IL 
James C. Boehlert, Endicott NY 
Richard C. Bohart, Dunedin FL 
Donald E. Bolin, West Lanham Hills MD 
Wilbur Boots, Jr., Cedar Rapids IA 
Dennis W. Boring, New Florence PA 
Robert H. Brandt, Brooklyn NY 
Donald Breland, Mobile AL 
Gerard Broodkoorn, Sulphur LA 
James L. Brown, Bon veau SC 
Jerry B. Brown, Redding, CA 
Paul T. Brown, APO New York 
Richard E. Bryan, Sidney OH 
Fred W. Caldwell, APO New York 
Daniel R. Carmichael, Orlando FL 
Rodney Carmichael, Middletown CT 
Victor G. Capshaw, Brinkley AR 
John E. Carlson, Moscow ID 
Timothy A. Cashman, Tucson AZ 
Robert Cassford, Willoughby OH 

PA Rene E. Chambellan, Rocky River OH 
David F. Chaney, Oak Harbor WA 
Walter Charkow, Chicago IL 
Vernon A. Cheney, Scottsdale AZ 
Leland M. Cheskis, Silver Spring MD 
Yuen Cheung, Kitchener ON Canada 
Thomas L. Clough, North Bay ON Canada 
Rick Alan Cottle, Prattville AL 
Lyle C. Courtnage, Big Sandy MT 
George Cressey, Port Hope ON Canada 

Harold J. Crone, New Britain CT 
Owen E. Currier, Mason City IA 
Willard L. Deluge, Bloomington MN 
Leon P. Daniels, Brentwood TN 
Ronald C. Davidson, Baltimore MD 
Roger Alan Davies, Pembroke Pines FL 
Charles E. Davisson, Jr., Odessa TX 
Clifford R. De Langhe, Indianapolis IN 
Ronald E. Dennison, Toledo OH 
Gene Derge, West Bend IN 
N. A. Derrick, Apache Junction AZ 
Kenneth V. Dolan, Bath ME 
Norman J. Dombroski, Dayton OH 
Andrew M. Drop, Chula Vista CA 
John Drummond, Somerset 9 Bermuda 
James T. Durkin, Scranton PA 
William A. Eaton, Santee CA 
George W. Edmondson, Nokomis FL 
Delbert E. Eversole, Fort Walton Beach FL 
Charles K. Feiertag, St. Peters PA 
Douglas P. Fitzgerald, Girard PA 
Donald J. Fix, Stevens Point WI 
William M. Flenke, Windsor Locks CT 
Simon D. Flores, Jr., El Paso TX 
George Leo Foster, Winston-Salem NC 
Gary E. Fravel, Westerville OH 
Thomas A. Gambel, La Place LA 
John Gauthier, Longueuil PO Canada 
Christopher T. Geyer, San Diego CA 
Richard J. Gomes, San Jose CA 
Samuel Robert Gordon, APO New York 
James W. Van Gundy, Ohio City OH 
Arthur L. Guy, Tuscaloosa AL 
Richard S. Hada, Fairfield CT 
Gerald A. Hargitt, Bellevue WA 
La Moine H. Harms, Ames IA 
John D. Harris, Magnolia DE 
Darrel W. Hawk, Spring Hill KS 
Pierre D. Hebert, Breaux Bridge LA 
Donald C. Herr, California MD 
J. V. Hood, Fort George G. Meade MD 
Earl D. Hooke, Boseman MT 
John W. Hopson, Millmont PA 
Michael J. Hudson, Coudersport PA 
Guy T. Huffman, Baltimore MD 
Robert L. Hunter, FPO New York 
Samuel Jacobs, Yonkers NY 
Carl T. Jensen, Chesapeake VA 
Charles W. Jones, Fountain City IN 
James H. Jones, New Castle DE 
Roland R. Jones, Compton CA 
James L. Kendall, Florence KY 
Harry J. Kenney, Norfolk VA 
Terry J. Kindred, Maricopa CA 
David A. Kish, Carnegie PA 
Owen Allen Klahr, Hanford CA 
Donald Graham Knight, Oakville ON Canada 
Andre Kocsis, Marieville PQ Canada 
Gary S. Koogkamp, Virginia Beach VA 
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James W. Koslosky, Jr., Holtsville NY 
Frankie C. Latham, Milwaukee WI 
John B. Lawrence, Wadsworth OH 
Robert W. Leake, Ramona CA 
Ronald Alan Leiser, Genoa OH 
Lee H. Leister, McAlisterville PA 
John R. Lehman, K l Sawyer AFB MI 
William D. Lilly, McGuire AFB NJ 
James D. Loomis, Jr., Alamogordo NM 
linen Lukasz, Portland OR 
Harry D. MacDonald, Clatskanie OR 
Carl M. Macolino, Pompano Beach FL 
Marc J. Madigan, Essexville MI 
Kenneth B. Marine, Jr., Alcoa TN 
James D. Marino, St. John NB Canada 
Samuel F. Martin, Water Valley MS 
Edwin N. Matlack, Ambler PA 
James Mauri, Glendora CA 
Thomas A. Mazzaferro, Mingo Junction OH 
William A. McBurney, Bridgeport CT 
Dennis D. McCracken, FPO New York 
Robert H. McGee, Milford MI 
Gordon D. Merritt, Milpitas CA 
Theodore Mikridge, Bloomington CA 
Bobby Lynn Miller, Wise VA 
Gerald J. Miller, Pleasantville NJ 
Richard B. Miller, Simsbury CT 
Richard B. Miller, Sr., Myrtle Beach AFB SC 
Ronald G. Miller, Belleville IL 
Anthony S. Molle, Colonia NJ 
Vincent A. Monfalcone, Newport News VA 
Albert Morzuch, North Charleston SC 

William C. Mosley, Jr., Ridgely MD 
Lawrence R. Moyer, Sinking Spring PA 
Frank Murgola, Jr., Freeport NY 
Leonard Murphy, Clermont FL 
Tsugio Nakamoto, Waialua HI 
Joseph Muertey Narh, Chalmette LA 
William Edgar Neal, Houston TX 
Monty R. Newby, Silver Creek GA 
R. Brock Nichols, Victoria BC Canada 
Richard Nietfeld, Grand Island NE 
Paul R. Nunes, Jacksonville IL 
Lawrence O'Doherty, Woburn MA 
Robert R. Orrino, Bristol PA 
Israel Gonzalez Ortiz, Canovanas PR 
Tom Otahai, Pecos NM 
Albert W. Parker, Memphis TN 
Thomas H. Parliment, New City NY 
Maurice Paul, Lahr West Germany 
Judy Pearsall, St. Marys PA 
John E. Pettit, Centerville IA 
Ann L. Phoenix, Columbia TN 
Benjamin S. Polus, Detroit MI 
John William Prato, Islip Manor NY 
Karen M. Quincey, Trosky MN 
Incite Ramnarine, Toronto ON Canada 
Charles T. Reagan, Isabella CA 
Gerald J. Reber, Carlisle PA 
Phillip J. Reichert, Rancho Cordova CA 
Robert Rightmyer, Webster NY 
John L. Rinehart, Lockport NY 
Sigfredo P. Rivera, Hormigueros PR 

Paul L Rock, FPO New York 
William E. Roesink, Great Lakes IL 
James E. Rolen, Talbott TN 
Stephen D. Rothrock, Westminster MD 
Stan Roy, Montreal PG Canada 
Donald C. Russell, Painesville OH 
Ernest M. Ryan, Jr., Sterling Heights MI 
James R. Samoly, Miami FL 
Edward Sartori, Bronx NY 
Marlene Sauer, Euclid OH 
Arthur E. Schlegel, Midwest City OK 
Lawrence Fredric Schultz, San Diego CA 
Norman A. Schultz, Eastlake OH 
Roy Schwarz, Ardsley NY 
Roy D. See kel, Ely MN 
Stephen J. Sepesy, Saugerties NY 
Fred A. Shambre, Mansfield OH 
Jack Arthur Sharp, St. Petersburg FL 
Franklyn Greene Short, Willits CA 
Robert L. Slayman, Columbia SC 

Steward E. Smith, Santa Rosa CA 
Charles L Smithson, Greenbush MI 
Harold C. Snider, Denton NC 
David B. Sorel, Pownal VT 

Robert L. Spencer, Fort Wayne IN 
George S. Spesen, Mountain Home ID 
Leslie W. Spieth, Napoleon OH 
Clyde M. Springer, Fontana CA 
Jon K. Stahl, Cedar Rapids IA 
Melvin L. Stewart, Tabb VA 
William E. Stewart, APO New York 
John W. Stinnett, Jr., Fort Wayne IN 
Jeffrey R. Stoll, Niagara Falls NY 
Lester E. Stolsig, Cheshire OR 
Hartwell M. Strain, Tiptonville TN 
Bi'ly G. Strewn, Sanford FL 
M;chael Street, Camlachie ON Canada 
Kenneth L. Stotts, Jr., Salisbury NC 
Orestes J. Suarez, Tampa FL 
Donald H. Sullivan, FPO Seattle 
Robert F. Swanson, Spring TX 
Thomas N. Tatom, Virginia Beach VA 
George O. Thomas, Jr., FPO Seattle 
Francis B. Thurber, Ossining NY 
Matthew L. Tippit, San Antonio TX 
Gregory T. Toth, Rock Springs WY 
Daleford M. Towns, West Columbia TX 
Russell J. Turberville, Fairhope AL 
Thomas Allan Turton, Lampoon SK Canada 
Evertt C. Twining, Pittsfield MA 
Charles E. Uthke, Elgin MN 
.lohn S. Vajo, E. Northport NY 
Alford Vanderpool, Lexington KY 
Kevin P. Veitch, Windsor NF Canada 
Leemanuel A. Wakefield, Harvey IL 
Eugene E. Welk, Camden IN 
Ronald T. West, Tillamook OR 
Loren J. Wiandt, Wallace MI 
Frederick H. Wickett II, Fort Worth TX 
Joe Witten, Leavenworth KS 
Bruno A. Woltmann, Chicago IL 
James E. Woodby, Hickory NC 
Jeffrey R. Zito, Ladson SC 

WITH HONORS 

Lee O. Anderson, Fort Huachuca AZ 
Roger D. Anderson, Webster Springs WV 
Carl Anfinson, Rolette ND 
Joseph L. Anuszewski, Texas City TX 
Cecil W. Aulgur, Sr., Hazelwood MO 
William Backscheider, Covina CA 
Jose Luis Baez, Constancia Ponce PR 
William D. Baggett, Dexter NM 
George E. Baker, Highland CA 
Robert Baker, Oxford MI 
Roy R. Bartels, Jr., Fishkill NY 
Dan Bartholf, Guilderland NY 
Charles E. Beecher, Lake City FL 
Cortland Richard Bell, Long Beach CA 
Herbert Berlinger, Cleveland Heights OH 
Jack A. Biddle, Cheyenne WY 
Antonio R. Blanco, Benbrook TX 
Leopoldo C. Bobes, Wilmington DE 
Stan Bohac, London ON Canada 
Leon C. Bottemuller, Bates City MO 
Kevin Buntin, Lansing MI 
Joseph D. Burch, MacDenny FL 
Stephen L. Butler, Portageville MO 
Joseph Byrd, Richland NJ 
J. A. Campbell, Houston TX 
Ken G. Campbell, Vanderhoof BC Canada 
Bruce J. Canpolen, Sahuarita AZ 
O. Bo Carter, Pascagoula MS 
Phillip N. Cedercrans, East Northport NY 
Charles R. Chapman, Gardena CA 
Alvin Cherry, Colcord OK 
Max A. Chowning, Oklahoma City OK 
Luis Cipriano, Streator IL 
Robert F. Clark, Jr., Merrick NY 
Alois W. Clayton, Pontotoc MS 
Johnny M. Clemons, Decatur AL 
Byers Hearsman Coleman, Crofton MD 
John Colquhoun, Oceanside NY 
Carl Bill Colyer, San Antonio TX 
Jim Condon, Vancouver BC Canada 
W. Conlin, Bramalea ON Canada 
George W. Corey, Norwich NY 
Thomas G. Cornea, Castro Valley CA 
Lawrence J. Costa, Red Bluff GA 
Tommie L. Crockett, McComb MS 

James L. Dawson, Franklin IN 
Bob L. Dempsey, Baltimore MD 
Clyde S. Denby, De Ridder LA 
Pierre Desrochers, Iberville PG Canada 
Steve O. Dickerson, Etobicoke ON Canada 
Dean J. Dudding, Elkhart IN 
Bud Durbin, Turlock CA 
Lawrence R. Dyck, Richmond BC Canada 
John Dziekan, Bayonne NJ 
Philip J. Engratt, Uncasville CT 
Paul G. Fahlstrom, Tracy's Landing MD 
Otha W. Farmer, Jr., Houston TX 
Clifford R. Farnham, Palo Cedro CA 
Steve L. Ferrell, Concord NC 
George Feyster, Jr., Fort Macleod AB Canada 
Kenneth Emil Filipek, APO New York 
Albert W. Fogarty, Butte MT 
Henry J. Frank, Jr., Blue Bell PA 
William A. Freeman, Virginia Beach VA 
George J. Gaecklein, Sr., Baltimore MD 
Gary J. Gallo, Newfane NY 
William P. Gaston, Falls Church VA 
Merrell George, Selma IN 
James A. Glover, Atlanta TX 
Barry A. Goodwin, Scranton PA 

Kenneth J. Goodwin, Camp Lejeune NC 
Peter W. Grandy, Halifax NS Canada 
Ellwood Michael Green, Fresno CA 
Galen G. Grimm, Chula Vista CA 
John T. Harris, Ozark AL 
Bradley L. Harrison, Vandenberg AFB CA 
Richard E. Hartig, Harahan LA 
David L. Hatfield, Fort Hood TX 
John D. Hayes, Charleston Heights SC 
Ronald R. Heldebrandt, Naughton LA 
Richard J. Heshel man, Plainville IN 
Hiram Hill, Jr., Murfreesboro NC 
Charles W. Hoffman, Elizabeth City NC 
William Allen Hoffman, Canonsburg PA 
Edward Holec, Yankton SD 
Manuel A. Holguin, Central NM 
Norman Hollers, Gresham OR 
Richard L Hollis, Galion OH 
Oliver G. Hopkins, Oxnard CA 
Charles D. Howard, Corsicana TX 
Arthur O. Hudson, Port Alberni BC Canada 
Erwin Maxwell Hunt, Winston-Salem NC 
Thomas Allen Hunt, Biloxi MS 
Michael E. Ingersoll, Bangor ME 
Edward D. Jackson, San Diego CA 
Harry A. Jackson, Charleston WV 
James F. Jackson, May TX 
Frank C. Jaget, Hurst TX 
Angelo Januzelli, Indian Head MD 
James Jarvis, Bristol TN 
Billy R. Jernigan, Silver Point TN 
Donald R. Johnson, APO New York 
Paul C. Jones, Pensacola FL 
Robert M. Kauffman, Manchester PA 
John P. Keiper, Bridgewater NJ 
Garret M. Key, Sunnyvale CA 
Edward A. King, Glendale Heights IL 
Michael L. King, Fort Wayne IN 
Joseph J. Kloss, Jr., Scranton PA 
Larry J. Korbein, Saginaw MI 
David Bruce Lalonde, Truckee CA 
Edward S. Landis, Jr., Lake City OK 
Donald Roy Leady, East Alton IL 
Pedro G. Leal, FPO San Francisco 
John R. Lee, Idaho Falls ID 
Austin M. Lindsey, Virginia Beach VA 
David Lockwood, South Canaan PA 
Daniel E. Lois, Burlington WI 
Daniel R. Long, APO New York 
Edmond Charles Lonsky, Cookstown NJ 
Eugene Albert Lowe, Panama 7 Panama 
Robert W. Madden, Jr., Port Charlotte FL 
John P. Malone, Burgettstown PA 
Roger J. Mare, Forest Hills NY 
Daniel E. Marple, Quakertown PA 
Ross A. Matheson, Portage La Prairie MB Canada 
James R. Matthews, Greensburg LA 
Michael S. Meyerson, San Bruno CA 
Warren W. McCurdy, Laredo TX 
Irene McFadden, Meridian ID 
Ernest R. Meister, Canton OH 
James H. Meyer, Lower Burrell PA 

Continued overleaf 
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Norman Mieloszyk, Ironwood MI 
Robert D. Mitchell, Zion IL 
George Miyagi, Honolulu HI 
Warren M. Mohn, Detroit Lakes MN 
Kenneth E. Moorman, Broussard LA 
Mark Mosgawa, Schenectady NY 
Arthur J. Musgrave, Framingham MA 
Michael Mutchler, Vittoria TX 
Gerald A. Nave, Jonesboro TN 
Larry L. Newswanger, Orwigsburg PA 
Spencer C. Nobert, Washington DC 
David K. Oestreich, Cary NC 
Douglas T. Ogino, Kailua HI 
Vernon H. Page, Miami FL 
Lawrence E. Palecek, Forestville MD 
Robert Patti, Clifton NJ 
James F. Pennington, Kansas City MO 
Charlie M. Perry, Stockbridge GA 
Daniel J. Petit, Austin TX 
Thomas T. Pieper, Fairfield OH 
Luigi Pilonero, Maspeth NY 
Gary L. Plasschaert, APO New York 
Raleigh Powell, Jr., Bronx NY 
Stephen J. Puglisi, Brooklyn NY 
Mark R. Rachiell, Baltic CT 

Ronald K. Raymond, Bethlehem PA 
Charles D. Readen, North Pekin IL 
Carl D. Reed, Milton FL 
Isaac Elroy Reid, Tulsa OK 
Collies D. Rial, Jr., Oakland CA 
Harden Risner, Jr., Bonita Spring FL 
Thomas W. Rozanski, Manassas VA 
Victorio Ruggeri, Gibbstown NJ 
John Joseph Salinardi, Middlebury CT 
Victor Sanchez, Jr., South Chicago IL 
John A. Scardina, Burke VA 
Michael J. Schauman, Okabena MN 
Dennis A. Schene, Batesville IN 
William B. Schill, Karneysville WV 
Martin A. Schrag, Danielsville PA 
Walter S. Schwartz, New Albany IN 
Leon T. Shirley, Fort Walton Beach FL 
Larry W. Sirmons, Beaumont TX 
Arlyn L. Smith, Hornell NY 
Joseph C. Smith, Trenton NJ 
Michael J. Smith, Waterloo IA 
William Smollin, Clifton Park NY 
Phillip R. Spears, Regina KY 
Gary G. Sparks, San Diego CA 
Frank S. Stanich, New York NY 
Roy E. Staples, Andrews AFB MD 
Bernd H. Stavnesli, Caribou ME 

Lyle Stern, Lisbon ND 
George B. Stevenson, Tazewell TN 
Edmund N. Stockert, Mandan ND 
William M. Stover, APO New York 
Fern Tu Su, Fajardo PR 
Leslie Delmar Svedberg, Worcester MA 
Calvin C. Talley, Washington DC 
Larry James Taylor, Lockport NY 
Lee Taylor, Long Beach CA 
Gayle A. Tennyson, Lithonia GA 
Rodney J. Thibodeaux, Smyrna GA 
Nugyen Cao Toan, Long Beach CA 
Charles E. Trotter, Fountain CO 
William G. Underwood, Connersville IN 
Walter E. Ungehajer, Sacramento CA 
Michael E. Walton, FPO San Francisco 
Raymond Wancheck, Northfield OH 
Roscoe R. Whipple, Woolstock IA 
Larry M. Whitman, Davison MI 
David Alan Willard, Spring Church PA 
Richard L Williams, Evergreen Park IL 
Warner C. Williamson, Virginia Bach VA 
David L. Willis, Goshen IN 
John H. Wolf, Jr., Morgantown WV 
Riley Wollen, Cedar Rapids NE 

FINAL CLOSEOUT SALE! 

$jam 
NOW 

$79.95 
Plus $2.50 

Shipping and 
Handling 

23 -Channel CB Transceiver 
A NEW LED digital channel readout 
A Flashing emergency channel 9 indicator 

Delta tuning 
A ANL switch (automatic noise limiter) 
A Mechanical filter 

Public address system capabilities 
A RF meter 
A Squelch control 
A Detachable microphone 

Stock No.RT800 
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As you can tell from the new look of 
the NRI Journal, there have been some 
changes made! We hope these changes 
will be for the better, and wish to extend 
a warm welcome to all our new readers. 

I'll take just a few minutes this time 
to let our new readers know just what 
the "Ham News" column is and how 
they can join in the fun. Briefly, this 
column reports on items of interest to 
people who are radio amateurs (Hams) 
or who are interested in becoming a 
radio amateur. We started this column 
some years ago when NRI first offered 
the Amateur Radio Courses, to let our 
students and graduates know who and 
where the NRI amateurs are, and to pass 
on information of interest to amateurs. 

We always welcome the opportunity 
of getting to know those of you who are 
Hams, and ask that you write to let us 
know who you are, what your call sign 
is, where you live, what class of amateur 
license you have, and what your inter- 
ests are. If you're just interested in 
becoming a Ham, maybe you'll see the 
name of someone who lives near you 
here in these pages, and you can get 
together for an "eyeball" contact. 

In addition, if you need help, we'll 
try to give it to you through this 
column. Please do not expect a personal 
reply, as there usually just isn't time 
enough to write each of you indi- 
vidually. However, we always like to 
hear from you and will do our best to 
help you out when we can. 

One of the continuing items we have 
in this column is a running update of 
FCC Rules and Regulations as applied 
to Amateur Radio. This is the purpose 
of the boxed -in table which appears 
elsewhere in this column. For those of 
you who have received earlier Journals 
you will notice that there is a new 
addition this time. Once again, we do 
not yet have the latest printed copy of 
Part 97 from the Government Printing 
Office, so we have stayed with the 
paraphrased summaries of the changes. 
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Rule Change Date Effective 

1 

2 

3 

Conditional Class License eliminated. Novice power 
limit upped to 250 W. 

Technicians given Novice privileges. 

No new distinctive Novice call signs, although Novices 
may sign "IN." 

June 25, 1976 

July 23, 1976 

October 1, 1976 

4 No requirement to sign "portable" or "mobile" except 
foreign operators using reciprocal licenses. 

November 26, 1976 

5 First "comprehensive" cw exam given in Washington, 
D.C. office. No solid copy for one minute require- 
ment. 

January 1, 1977 

6 Court case "temporarily" suspends all license fees. January 1, 1977 

7 New "interim" licenses issued upon upgrade of license 
class at an FCC office. 

March 1, 1977 

8 Secondary station licenses eliminated. March 3, 1977 

9 97.95(a)(2) deleted. No notification of new address 
required. 

March 9, 1977 

10 New emission purity standards. All spurious emissions 
down 40 db for transmitters operating below 30 MHz, 
down 60 db for transmitters of 25 watts or more 
operating between 30 MHz and 235 MHz (97.73). 

April 15, 1977 

11 Code sending test deleted from Commission -admini- 
stered examinations. 

August 26, 1977 

12 97.95(b)(2) rescinded. Maritime Mobile in Region 2 September 12, 1977 
may use all amateur frequencies. In foreign waters 
may use only frequencies authorized by regional 
government. 

The newest item is that taking a 

Morse code sending test will no longer 
be required on all examinations taken at 
an FCC office. Now, only the Novice 
examination requires a sending test. 
This rule was put into effect so that the 
code test can now be administered by 
untrained personnel in the various Field 
Offices, making the administration of 
Amateur exams a strictly clerical job. 
This should save the Commission quite a 

bit of time and money in giving the 
exams, and for the applicant, it is one 
less thing to "sweat out" in the exam 
room. A change for the better as far as 

I'm concerned. 
Two or three people wrote and called 

asking for more information on the 
improved antenna tuner developed by 
Joe, K5DQT, so thought I'd devote a 

little space to describing the tuner here 

since we do not have too many other 
respondents this time (summer is a slow 
time of year!). 

For those of you who missed out on 
my original antenna tuner article, I will 

say that it was a simple, multi -band 
tuner that did not use switches or rotary 
inductors. It matches the output of 
most low -power CW and SSB rigs into 
just about any type of load - balanced 
or unbalanced. Its one slight short- 
coming was that it would not handle 
more than about 200 watts, and the 
amount of coupling (loading range) was 

somewhat limited. 
The unit designed by K5DQT is 

shown in Fig.l. This one has only 
unbalanced input and output, but is 

usable at full legal power, and offers an 

adequate loading range. 
Ll and L2 are wound end -to -end on a 
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L1 8 TURNS NO.12 WIRE AT 8 TURNS PER INCH 
L2 6 TURNS 1/8" COPPER TUBING AT 4 TURNS PER INCH 
L3 10'/ TURNS 2Yz" COIL STOCK AT 6 TURNS PER INCH 
Cl 380 PF VARIABLE 
C2 29-190 PF EACH SECTION 
C3 365 PF BROADCAST VARIABLE 
L1 AND METER CERAMIC FORM 

FIGURE 1. REVISED ANTENNA TUNER DIAGRAM. 

2" diameter ceramic form, and L3 is 
mostly over Ll, so the left ends of Ll 
and L3 are even. Cl and C2 should have 
at least 0.050" spacing (0.090" is 
better). C3 is a low -voltage capacitor 
such as is used in a tube -type broadcast 
radio. 

Joe says his linear operates a pair of 
4-572B tubes running at 2500 volts on 
the plates. Under these conditions, he 
has been able to hold a perfect match 
from 3.5 MHz to 29.7 MHz without any 
sign of arcing in the tuner. Sounds real 
good. As soon as I can locate a suitable 
form, I'll have to build one up and give 
it a try (even though I'm still running 
the Hallicrafters barefoot). 

You will need an SWR bridge in the 
line between the tuner and the trans- 
mitter. Always start with C2 fully 
meshed, Cl about half meshed, and C3 
fully unmeshed. Tune the final so that 
you have the amplifier tank at reso- 
nance but do not try to fully load it yet. 

Adjust Cl and C2 for minimum re- 
flected power onn the SWRbridge.Then 
you can use C3 to match to the load 
(antenna) as you increase the loading on 
the amplifier to its rated output. 

You will probably have to "retweak" 
Cl and C2 in the process as all capaci- 
tors interact to a certain extent. The 
"best" settings for Cl and C2 are such 
that you have the most possible capaci- 
tance in the circuit for a given output. 
This will assure least harmonic radia- 
tion, and will help to keep you from 
tuning the unit up on a harmonic rather 
than the fundamental - a real bad scene, 
sure to get a QSL card from the FCC! 

Anyway, the tuner looks like it will 
do the job, so now you guys and gals 
can start rummaging through the old 
junk box for some of those old capaci- 
tors you stashed away last year! We 
would like to hear from any of you who 
do build the tuner, and we'll pass along 
your comments here in these pages. 
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Jim 

Mike 

WD4EFS 

WA7ZPQ 

- 
- 

Athens AL 

Miles City MT 

Arnold WD8AKU/DT G Newberry MI 

Scottie WD9GGR - Williamsville IL 

Aaro K1JPA N Wallingford CT 

Harry WA3VRF - Bradford PA 

Ed WD4GOY G* Norfolk VA 

Dorsey WD4ONR/WN T* Alexandria VA 

Larry K7VAS Yakima WA 

*Just upgraded-Congratulations! 

Now, let's take a look at the rather 
meager list of people we have heard 
from since last time. As usual, those 
listed first are students and graduates of 
our Amateur courses, and those listed 
last are students and graduates of other 
NRI courses. 

Jim, WD4EFS, sent us some swell 
color snapshots of his shack and a real 
fine-looking beam and vertical antenna 
system atop a huge tower. Un- 
fortunately, by the time the pictures 
and Jim's envelope reached my desk, 
the letter or note that must have accom- 
panied them had disappeared! Anyway, 
from the pictures, Jim is using the 
Conar twins, a Lafayette receiver, and a 

Johnson Challenger in the shack. He 

also has an electronic keyer, a wall 
covered with Callbook World Maps, and 
a nice 24 -hour clock. Looks like an ideal 
setup, Jim. I sure would be interested in 
getting a rundown on that stack of 
antennas you have. 

Mike, WA7ZPQ, sent a simple post- 
card (all we really need!) to let us know 
his call. He says that a lot of people 
don't believe that there are any ama- 
teurs in Montana, but he is living proof. 
Fine, Mike. Next time, give us a little 
more about your rigs and antenna setup. 

WD8AKU finished up his course in 
June and went down to take his General 
test early in July. The FCC gave him a 

nice graduation present - his new call as 
a General. Arnold is retired at the 
tender age of 62, and says that Ham 
radio is a very worthwhile and re- 

warding pastime for him. Arnold uses a 

Swan 350 with a dipole, so listen 
around for him, gang. 

KIJPA got his Novice ticket back in 
August, after having held the same call 
some years earlier (Technician). Aaro 
says he is working like mad on the code 
so that he can get back real soon to take 
the General test. 

Harry, WA3VRF, says he has been 
reading the "Ham News" column for 
some time now, and has just gotten 
around to writing in. He is a retired 
policeman, and took up amateur radio 
as a hobby. This created an interest in 
electronics in general and encouraged 
him to enroll in our Color TV course. 
He is now about two-thirds through. 
Fine business, Harry. Do let us know 
when you take the step up to Advanced. 

WD4GOY started out the other way. 
Ed enrolled first in the Color TV course, 
then after seeing the goings on in the 
"Ham News" column decided he would 
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try it. Ed passed the Novice test with no 
sweat, and then in May participated in a 

group testing at the Roanoke ARRL 
Hamfest and got his General ticket. Ed 
says "The technical aspects came easy 
and I attribute NRI to a lot of that! 
Thank you." And we thank you, Ed. 

We had a nice eyeball QSO with 
Dorsey, WA4ONR, the other day. He 

had called from Alexandria and talked 
with me about some antenna problems 
he was having. When he dropped in to 
the office, he indicated that he had 
cured his problems. Seems like the air 
pollution in the D.C. area was lousing 
up the loading coil of his vertical! Ever 
hear of anything like that? 

K7VAS wrote us a nice long letter 
about his entry into amateur radio and 
just how much he enjoys it. Larry was 
first interested way back in 1934, but it 
wasn't until around 1962 that he 
"knuckled down" to learn the Morse 
code and get his ticket. Now he is 
retired, but is keeping busy as SEC for 
the Washington Section of the ARRL, 
and studying the new advances that 
have been taking place in the field of 
electronics in recent years. 

Finally, we received a brief note from 
WB3HDJ, Brother Nicholas, enclosing a 

clipping from a newspaper. The article 
told of the extraordinary involvement 
of the amateurs in the Johnstown area 
during and after the flood they experi- 
enced this summer. Brother Nicholas 
was proud to have been one of those 
participating, and says he only wished 
he had his General ticket so he could 
have helped out with some of the long- 
distance communications on the lower 
bands. 

During the flood, all usual communi- 
cations were out, and the amateurs 
provided the only outside link to 
Johnstown. In addition, since there was 
no electric power, the 2 -meter mobile 
rigs provided much needed communi- 
cations for the police and rescue squads 
in the city. There were even several 
amateurs from the D.C. area who went 
up to help out. A job well done by all 
involved. 

And there we have it for this time. 
Do write and let us know what you're 
doing, who you are, and what sort of rig 
you are using. Don't forget to send us 
the class of your amateur license as well. 
My Callbook is too old to be of much 
use looking up these new WD -type calls! 

See you next year - until then, very 
73 from TED - K4MKX 

.... . ._.. .__. (Help!) 
Roland LaCroix, one of our graduates, is looking for a good, used Ham 
Receiver. Roland is disabled and housebound, and would appreciate 
corresponding with NRI Amateurs. If you can help him out, please drop a 

note to: Box 342 
Lakeville, Connecticut 06039 
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'Jurfill 
News 

Harry 
Taylor 

The smiling face in the box at the right is that of 
Harry Taylor, new Executive Secretary of the NRI 
Alumni Association. Harry is a longtime NRI all- 
around (air conditioning, electrical appliances, 
electronics, automotive) writer, editor, and project 
leader. He has been chosen to replace Tom Nolan, 
who will be retiring this autumn after nearly ten 
years as Executive Secretary. 

SPRINGFIELD CHAPTER 
STARTS FALL SESSIONS 

After a summer recess, the regular 
monthly meeting of the Springfield 
Chapter of the NRI Alumni Association 
was held at the shop of Chairman 
Norman Charest September 10. Preston 
Atwood substituted as secretary for 
John Park who is touring in Japan. John 
is expected to entertain the Chapter 
with stories and pictures of his trip at a 

future meeting. 
Chairman Charest commented on the 

wonderful time that the members and 
their wives had at the annual picnic. He 
also said that he was looking forward to 
another good time next year. 

Plans for the coming year include a 

detailed study of color television, ac- 
cording to Chairman Charest. They will 
use the Chapter's Zenith color TV for 
demonstration/work sessions. 

Robert Wiley of Belchertown, 
Massachusetts and Paul Christian of 
Amherst, Massachusetts were both wel- 
comed as visitors. The Chapter hopes to 
enroll them as members soon. Both are 
students of the NRI Color TV Repair 
Course. 

There was a short discussion of power 
cord troubles and the dangers involved 
in homes with older types of electrical 
wiring. 

For the work session, Jack Vaida 
brought in an inoperative Silvertone 
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black -and -white television set. The set 
had a raster, but no sound or picture. 
The Chapter found two defective tubes 
in the video i -f section. After replacing 
these tubes, the set worked fine. 

Next, Norman demonstrated the 
proper method of adjusting the vertical 
linearity and height using a B&K analyst 
with a standard test pattern. 

The meeting adjourned with the usual 
coffee and donuts and a social hour. 

SAN ANTONIO CHAPTER 
WELCOMES NEW MEMBER 

At the August 25 meeting, the 
Chapter welcomed a new member, Ben 
Starnes. Ben is very interested in the 
field of television servicing and took an 
active role in the meeting. 

The highlight of the program was 
troubleshooting a couple of television 
"tough dogs." The first one turned out 
to be a bad vertical output tube socket. 
The other appeared to be a classical 
open vertical output tube cathode cir- 
cuit, but wasn't. It was not readily 
discernable what it really was. As usual, 
Sam Dentler offered some good theories 
to follow up. 

Mr. Hughes brought in some pictures 
of the party given for outgoing NRIAA 
Executive Secretary Tom Nolan and his 
wife Janet during their recent visit. 

The meeting closed, as usual, with 
refreshments. 

PITTSBURGH CHAPTER 
REPAIRS TAPE UNITS 

At the September 1 meeting, a Craig 
tape recorder was brought in for repair. 
The unit would not change from one 
track to another. The service literature 
available on the unit was not the best. 

DIRECTORY OF ALUMNI CHAPTERS 

DETROIT CHAPTER meets at 8 p.m. on 
the second Friday of each month at St. 
Andrews Hall, 431 E. Congress Street, 
Detroit. Chairman: James Kelley, 1140 
Livernois, Detroit, Michigan. 841-4972. 
FLINT (SAGINAW VALLEY) CHAPTER 
meets 7:30 p.m., the second Wednesday 
of each month at Andy's Radio and TV 
Shop, G-5507 S. Saginaw Road, Flint, 
Michigan. Chairman: Roger D. Donaven. 
NEW YORK CITY CHAPTER meets at 
8:30 p.m., first Thursday of each month, 
at 1669 45th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Chairman: Sam Antman, 1669 45th 
Street, Brooklyn, New York. 
NORTH JERSEY CHAPTER meets at 
8 p.m. on the second Friday of each 
month at the Players Club, located on 
Washington Square in Kearny, New 
Jersey. Chairman: Al Mould. Telephone 
991-9299 or 384-8112. 
PHILADELPHIA -CAMDEN CHAPTER 
meets on the fourth Monday of each 
month at 8 p.m. at the home of Chairman 
Boyd A. Bingaman, 426 Crotzer Avenue, 
Folcroft, Pa. Telephone LU 3-7165. 
PITTSBURGH CHAPTER meets at 8 p.m. 
on the first Thursday of each month in the 
basement of the U.P. Church of Verona, 
Pa., corner of South Avenue and Second 
Street. Chairman: James Wheeler. 
SAN ANTONIO (ALAMO) CHAPTER 
meets at 7 p.m., fourth Thursday of each 
month, at the Alamo Heights Christian 
Church Scout House, 350 Primose St., 
6500 block of N. New Braunfels St. 
(three blocks north of Austin Hwy.), 
San Antonio. Chairman: Robert Bonge, 
222 Amador Lane, San Antonio. All 
San Antonio area NRI students are always 
welcome. A free annual chapter member- 
ship will be given to all NRI graduates 
attending within three months of their 
graduation. 
SOUTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS 
CHAPTER meets at 8 p.m. on the last 
Wednesday of each month at the home of 
Chairman Daniel DeJesus, 12 Brookview 
Street, Fairhaven, Mass. 02719. 
SPRINGFIELD (MASS.) CHAPTER meets 
at 7:30 p.m. on the second Saturday of 
each month at the shop of Norman 
Charest, 74 Redfern Drive, Springfield, 
Mass. 01109. Telephone (413) 734-2609. 
Chairman: Preston Atwood. 
TORONTO CHAPTER meets at McGraw- 
Hill CEC, 330 Progress Avenue, Scar- 
borough, Ontario, Canada. Chairman: 
Branko Lebar. For information contact 
Stewart J. Kenmuir, (4161 293-1911. 
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However, the Chapter solved the prob- 
lem by obtaining and installing a new 
solenoid in the unit. 

July and August meetings were held. 
These were basically social gatherings, as 
no technical programs were given. The 
Chapter is planning technical training 
sessions during the next couple of 
months to instruct and help the younger 
Chapter members. 

FLINT/SAGINAW VALLEY 
CHAPTER CONTINUES 

SUMMER PROGRAM 

Andy Jobbagy demonstrated an old 
Bell telephone lightning arrester at the 
July 6 meeting. This is a very simple 
device, consisting of a carbon block 
sandwiched between a porcelain plate 
and a copper plate. The copper plate is 
in turn connected to a good ground. 

After the meeting, the CB store next 
door to the meeting place opened to 
enable everyone to look over the stock 
of CB equipment. 

At the July 20 meeting, Dale Keys 
went through the procedure for trouble- 

shooting a deflection yoke. As part of 
the summer training, a quick but effec- 
tive checking method was explained. 

Next, the Chapter used a Zenith 
black -and -white television set for a ser- 
vicing demonstration. This receiver had 
no horizontal sync. Dale Keys and Jerry 
Lev located and corrected the problem. 
Andy hinted where to look and how to 
remedy the problem. Replacing the afc 
diodes and a 470 -pf capacitor and two 
0.001-µf capacitors in the afc circuit 
corrected the trouble. 

Andy demonstrated how to repair the 
ferrite core of a horizontal output/high- 
voltage transformer. By using a mag- 
netic cement made by General Cement 
Company, it was possible to repair the 
core. It works as well as a new core. The 
members were cautioned to replace the 
tape spacer between the two sections of 
the core. This tape spacer actually tunes 
the resonant frequency of the trans- 
former. 

At the August 31 meeting, two sub- 
jects were covered: checking transistors 
and analyzing various television antenna 
splitters. This ended the summer 
meetings. All newcomers to the Chapter 
enjoyed the programs very much. 

ANDY JOBBAGY AND DALE KEYS WORK ON A HIGH -VOLTAGE TRANS- 
FORMER AT THE AUGUST MEETING. 
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CONAR 
A Division of the National Radio Institute 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

CHECK ONE: CHECK ONE: 
E Cash order New Conar account 
E COD (20% deposit required) E Add-on Conar account 
E Select -A -Plan order Reopen Conar account 

PLEASE PRINT Ship to another address? Give directions here: 

Name Name 

NOI Student or Graduate No. 

Address Address 

City State Zip code City State Zip Code 

Social Security No c/o 

Moved since last order? 

Previous address City State Zip code 

1. 
Name of Item 

2. 
Stock No. 

3. 
How Many? 

4. 
Price Each 

5. 
Total Wt. 

IMPORTANT: 
To speed handling, any correspondence 
should be on separate paper. 
All prices are net FOB, Washington D C 

Please include postage for weight shown 
and insurance on Parcel Post orders. 
A 20% deposit is required on COD 
orders. Select -A -Plan orders: Please corn- 
plete reverse side and sign payment 
agreement below. Thank you for your 
order. 

6. Total cash price for merchandise 

7. Parcel Post and insurance 

8. 10% cash down payment and Parcel Post 
costs required on new Conar accounts. 

9. Unpaid balance of cash price 
(Items 6 and 7 less item 8) 

10. Sales tax 
(Washington, D.C. residents only) 

11. Unpaid balance (Amount to be financed) 
(Item 9 plus item 10) 

Prices in the Conar catalog and Select -A -Plan time payment privileges apply only to residents of the 
United States and Canada. Residents of Canada and foreign countries are responsible for customs 
charges. 

PAYMENT AGREEMENT 
Enclosed is a down payment of $ on the merchandise I have listed on the Conar Order Form. I 

will pay Conar a minimum payment of 7% of the beginning unpaid balance or $5 per month, which- 
ever is greater, until the full balance plus applicable interest is paid. Title to and right of possession of 
the merchandise shall remain in Conar Instruments until all payments have been made. If I do not 
make the payments as agreed, Conar may declare the entire balance immediately due and payable. 
In satisfaction of the balance, Conar may, at its option, take back the merchandise, which I agree to 
return upon request. I agree that the above conditions shall apply to any add-on purchases to my 
account. The statements on my credit application are true and are made for the purpose of receiving 
credit. 
Date Buyer sign here 

Please do not write in this space. 
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RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 

CONAR SELECT -A -PLAN 
SELECT YOUR TERMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET 

CONAR FINANCIAL RATES 

The Finance Charge on balances up to $500 is 

1%% per month. On any portion of a balance over 
$500, the rate is 1% per month. This is an Annual 
Rate of 18% and 12% respectively. The Finance 

Charge is computed on the month end balance of 
your billing cycle. You will receive a statement 
each month approximately 10 days before your 
payment is due. It will give you the current 
balance, finance charge, list payments made during 
billing cycle, date your payment is due, and 
amount of minimum payment due. 

HOW TO DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OF YOUR 
MONTHLY PAYMENT 

The minimum monthly payment on a Conar 
account is 7% of the original unpaid balance or $5, 
whichever is greater. The 7% is calculated to the 
nearest dollar. For example, if your original 
balance is $140, your payment would be $10. If 
your original balance is $160, your payment would 
be $11. 

And remember-every purchase carries the Conar 
Guarantee-"the best in the industry." 

TO SPEED SHIPMENT 

1. Complete other side of this sheet. 

2. Insert amount of down payment (at least 10% 
of total order) and other information in 
Payment Agreement on other side. 

3. Sign Payment Agreement and fill in Credit 
Application. 

IMPORTANT: Additional purchases-Once your 
credit is established and you have made at least 
three payments on your account, you can "add 
on" to your account with purchases of $20 or 
more. No down payment is required for add-ons 
of less than $100. If you are under 21, please have 
the Payment Agreement and credit application 
filled out and signed by a person over 21. He can 
make the purchase for you and will be responsi- 
ble for payment. If you have a Conar account 
open or recently paid in full, just sign the Payment 
Agreement. 

NOTICE TO THE BUYER: (1) Do not sign this 
agreement before you read it or if it contains any 
blank space. (21 You are entitled to a copy of this 
agreement. 

IT'S AS EASY AS A - B - C TO OPEN A CONAR ACCOUNT 
PLEASE ALLOW ADEQUATE TIME FOR NORMAL ROUTINE CREDIT CHECK. ONCE YOUR 

CREDIT IS ESTABLISHED, ONLY YOUR SIGNATURE IS NEEDED TO ADD ON PURCHASES. 

A* 

WHERE DO YOU LIVE? 

Print full name Age 

Home address City State Zip code 

Home Phone How long at this address? ( 1 Own home( 1 Rent 

Rent or mortgage payments $ per month ( I Married( 1 Single Wife's name 

No. dependent children Previous address How long? 

B* 

WHERE DO YOU WORK? 

Your employer Monthly income $ 

Employer's address 

How many years on present job? 

Previous employer 

Wife's employer Monthly income $ 

Position 

C 
WHERE DO YOU TRADE? 

Bank account with 

Address 

Credit account with Address 

Credit account with Address 

Total of all monthly payments including car $ 

( I Checking 
( ) Savings 
( ) Loan 
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NEW from B+K Test Instruments 
30 MHz PORTABLE FREQUENCY 

COUNTER 
30 MHz reading guaranteed, 50 MHz typical - COVERS 

ALL 40 CB CHANNELS 
Full 6 -digit display with range switch allows 8 -digit accuracy 
1 Hz resolution -- even at 30 MHz and beyond 

Completely portable for use anywhere 
Exclusive battery saver features auto -shutoff of display to 
reduce battery drain 
Operates on "AA" size batteries, ac with optional charger/ 
adapter or 12 VDC with optional power cord/adapter 

Complete range of optional accessories give unequaled 
versatility 
Easy to use! 

Only $120 
Model 1827 

PORTABLE TRANSISTOR TESTER 
Fast GO/NO-GO in -circuit transistor testing Fast and 

thorough GOOD/BAD out -of -circuit testing Tests FET's 
and SCR's in circuit or out -of -circuit Connect any test lead 

to any component lead Gives positive emitter base 
collector identification in LO drive - positive base 
identification in HI drive Light -Emitting Diodes show 

NPN OK or PNP-OK Pocket-size - 
Over 100 hours of testing 
from single set of "AA" 
cells Digital stability - 
no adjustments; nothing 
to go out of calibration 

Includes carrying case 
and leads 

NEW 3-1/2 DIGIT PORTABLE DMM 
5% ACCURACY 

3-1/2 digit easy to read LED display 
0.5% dc accuracy typical 
100 µV, 0.0152 resolution 
10 ohm range and control to zero lead resistance 
Selectable High -/Low -power ohms on four ranges 
Auto zeroing 
Completely overload protected on all 29 ranges 
100% overrange reading to 2000 counts full scale 

Protected against rf interference 
Completely portable 

Only $119.95 

Only $90 
Model 510 

1.949 

Model 2810 

4,, 
NOTE. B+K has other frequency counters from 5 Hz to 520 MHz. Write Conar 
for specifications and pricing. Conar also has a limited supply of B+K catalogs 
available on request. 
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JVC 3050 - FM/AM/PSB 
RADIO WITH BUILT-IN TV 

Sensitive all -channel vhf/uhf television set with bright, clear, sharp picture 
Jacks for connecting the tape recorder, earphone, or optional timer 
Full -fidelity five -inch speaker for rich, full sound reproduction 
AGC circuit helps eliminate fuzziness, instability, and noise 
Extrasensitive vhf/uhf tuner section with varactor diode 
Double -duty carrying handle and television stand 
Four way power: AC (includes power adapter), 

Nicad rechargeable battery pack (optional), 
Car cord for boat/car/plane, D -cells 

Telescoping antenna 
Very portable at 7.7 pounds 
Switchable dial light for convenient night tuning 
Measures only 10" high by 8-7/8" wide by 4-1/8" deep 
High sensitivity and selectivity with IC and ceramic filters 
Personal -size optically -tinted three-inch diagonal picture tube 
Independent bass and treble controls tailor sound to your taste 
Two-way meter indicates battery power level and radio signal reception $199x5 

Plus $2.50 shipping 
and insurance 

Stock No.EN305 

7 -I 
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